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Chapter 1
Expert systems: an opportunity for business now

technology.

Ourearlier report on expert systems Number37,
published in 1983 correctly predicted that expert
systems would not revolutionise data processing for
the next five years. We found then that there were
only a handful of commercial projects in ordinary
business environments; that few areas of expertise
provided demonstrable applications; that the benefits were hard to identify; that the development
timescale was not only long but somewhat uncertain; and that available software products were
primitive and costly. We also found that mostof the
applications in use could be understood and used
only by otherspecialists in the given field and not
by generaloffice or administrative staff.

Hence, in 1983 we recommendedthatfor the next
two or three years most organisations should restrict their activities to small experimental expert
systems, whosevalue would be mainly educational.
Only pioneering companies should undertake
sharply focused, expensive, and high-risk expert
system applications.

Today, though, the situation has changed. Itisnow
clear that expert systemsare not just another new
technology. Rather, they are a major step forward
in applications software, and, as such, create
opportunities for the aware andthreats to others.
Furthermore, the advances madein the last four
years mean that expert systems have moved
beyond the experimentalstage and are now in use
in manybusinesssectors. In the near future, there
will be a limited windowof opportunity for many
organisations to exploit the competitive advantage
that expert systems can provide.
The conclusions and recommendationsset out in
this report are based on an extensive programme
of research carried out during the first half of 1987,
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and led by Charles Chang, a principal consultant
with Butler Cox in London. He wasassisted by
David Flint, a principal consultant with Butler Cox
in London, and Simon Forge, a senior consultant
based in Butler Cox s Paris office. The research base
and findings are detailed in Appendix 1 but in
summary the research programme comprised:

Interviews with 58 organisations, most of
which werecurrently using (or were intending
to use) expert systems.

Interviews with 24 suppliers of expert system
products, including leading US suppliers.

Focus groupdiscussionsinvolving 16 organisations (users and suppliers).

Deskresearch to evaluate 50 case histories of
the use of expert systems and to review the
findings of other expert system researchers.

Ananalysis of the responsesreceived from 104
Foundation members to the short questionnaire that accompanied the document
distributed at the beginning of the research
project.

A questionnaire surveysent to 80 suppliers of
expert system products in Europe (of whom 20
replied).

ANNAN

The purposeofthis report is to alert senior business
managers and information systems managers to the
threats and opportunities presented by expert
systems. Wealso prescribe the actions that you
should take now if you are to gain full advantage
of this new developmentin information systems

Discussions with industry experts in the
United States and Europe.

Ananalysis of the responses to two surveys
carried out by Japanese organisations (JIPDEC
and ICOT).

The research was international, with data being
gathered from Belgium, France, Italy, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the United
States, West Germany, Japan, and elsewhere. The
bibliography at the end of the report lists the
publications and documents that considerably
influenced ourthinking, and that we believe would
provide Foundation members with more detailed
information about specific aspects of expert
systems. Forease of reference, the bibliographyis
arranged by topic.
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CONFUSION OVER THE STATUS AND
SIGNIFICANCE OF EXPERT SYSTEMS
Some senior managers
both in systems
departments andin business at large are sceptical
about expert systems. They think that the claims
for expert systems are nothing more than
marketing hype , and that they will be of no
practical use for the next several years. Other
senior managers often in the same organisations
seem to hold the naivebelief that expert systems
can solve most of their computerapplication (and
business) problems.

During the past few years, there has been a
tremendous growth in information about expert
systems. During the course of this study we were
inundated with brochures for conferences,
research reports, learned journals and other
magazines, and for products and consultancy
services
all specialising in expert systems. This
overabundanceof information, however, has led
to confusion, rather than understanding, about the
importance and status of expert systems.
Furthermore, muchofthe informationis provided
by organisations with a vested interest; manyof the
consultants involved have hardwareor software
to sell. There has beenanexcess of marketing hype,
conflicting opinions on the potential market, and
newjargon to learn. Termslike fuzzy logic , search
space , combinatorial explosion , inheritance
classes , andso forth, are notpart of the everyday
language of commercial systemsstaff. (We provide
a glossary of the most commonly usedartificial
intelligence and expert system termsat the end of
the report.)

Although several market researchers
including
Dataquest, Gartner, Frost & Sullivan, Input, and
Ovum
have come up with different estimates,
they all forecast a rapidly expanding market for
expert system products. Estimates of 1986
spending on expert systems in Europe range
between $80 million and $160 million, and between
$400 million and $1,000 million in the United States
excluding investment by national and regional
governments. The general prognosis is that
spending on expert system products by European
organisations will grow by betweenfive and ten
times by 1992.

But there havealso been lessoptimistic statements
about the growth of the market. For instance, in
December1986 the highly regarded New Scientist
magazine reported under the headline
Expert
systems: the bubble bursts that researchers and
commercial companies werefacing an uncertain
future. It quoted an American supplieras believing
that the industry is about to enter an AI winter .
Then in May 1987, Brian Oakley, the head of the UK
government-sponsored Alvey Research Pro-

gramme, whosefocusis on AI and expert systems
research, said that he had to reducehis predictions
for the expert systems marketin 1990. Andin the
middle of 1987, one respected market researcher
was quotedas saying slower take-up predictedfor

AL,

One ofthe main difficulties is that the subject of

expert systems sounds complicated and appears to
be very technical and esoteric, and indeeditis.
Owing to its intrinsic complexity, many systems
staff are almost as unclear aboutthetopic as are the

potential users and senior managers. Withall the

contradictory reporting and often dogmatic views
of what expert systemsare and are not, and what
they can and cannotdo, it is not surprising that the
key question Foundation members expect this

study to answeris:

Are expert systems now ready for serious
exploitation and, tfso, how can they befully
exploited?

From the research we have carriedout, there is no
doubt that the answerto thefirst part of that
question is Yes . Expert systems can have a
significant impact on the organisation, and the
technology is now readyfor exploitation.

THE BUSINESS SIGNIFICANCE
OF EXPERT SYSTEMS
Expert systems represent a discontinuity in the
application of computer technology to business
problems, akin to othercrucial developments such
as the introductionof online systemsanddiscfiles
in the 1960s, or the emergence of personal
computers and end-user computing in the early
1980s. They permit new kinds of applications, with
widespreadusage, to be computerised. They apply
computing techniques and powerto knowledge,the
next step beyondthe application of computers to
data and text processing, thereby enabling
computer systemsto solve problems that previously
could be tackled only by people. For this reason, the
term knowledge-based systems is often preferred
to expert systems , particularly in the United
Kingdom. One expert on expert systems (Alex
d Agapeyeff) uses the term know-how systems to
describe the majority of so-called expert systems.

Expert systems cover a wide range of computer
applications that are based on the knowledge or
know-how of an expert, a specialist, or a
technician. In the case of a doctor (an expert), the
expert system might help with medical diagnosis.
In the case of a bank-loanofficer (a specialist), the
expert system might provide advice about whether
to grant aloan. And inthe case of aPABX engineer
(a technician), the expert system might assist in
diagnosing faults.
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Ourdefinition of an expert system, repeated from
Foundation Report 37, is as follows:
An expert system is a computer system
containing organised knowledge, both factual
and heuristic, that concerns somespecific area
of human expertise; andthatis able to produce
inferencesfor the user.

facts and rulesinto the system, and through which
the user accesses and uses the knowledge base.
Usually, the user interface contains an explanation
facility that allows the expert system to explainits
line of reasoning. Sometimes, the userinterface is
used by applications developmentstaff to develop
new applications, which often require interfaces to
other systems.

software tools. Figure 1.1 showsthe structure of an
expert system. The two main components are the
knowledge base and the inference engine. The
knowledgebaseis a computerfile that contains the
facts about a specific domain of human knowledge
and therulesfor using the facts to solve problems.
The inference engine is a program that takes input
from the user andinfersor interprets the facts in
the knowledgebase, using the rules stored there.
An expert system also contains a user interface
through which the knowledge engineer enters new

Figure 1.2 overleaf compares conventional applications software with expert systems software. In
conventional software, the computer program both
controls the application and contains the applications logic. Today s expert systems decouple the
applications logic from the control, by storing
the facts (data) and logic (rules) in a knowledge
base. In the future, there will be a further decoupling, with the knowledge base, data dictionary, and database all being separate entities.
Just as conventional software developershold data
definitions separately from data in the form of a

Expert systemsare quite different from previous

Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.2

Expert systems: an opportunity for business now
Comparison between conventional software and expert systems software
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data dictionary, expert system developers are
already talking about knowledgedictionaries or
encyclopaedias.

Expert systems software also usually incorporates
the more powerful features (such as graphical
interfaces and nonprocedural or declarative
languages) only recently introduced into conventional software tools. The fundamental change in
structure and usage, and the incorporation of such
features, means that expert systemsare a fundamental step forwardin the evolutionofapplications
developmentsoftware.

EXPERT SYSTEMS ARE NOW
READY FOR EXPLOITATION

Expert systemsare ready for exploitation because
the potential benefits now outweigh the cost and
therisks of using this relatively novel information
technology. The technology has emerged from the
laboratory andis nowin operationaluse. Its cost has
fallen to a level where expert systems can be costjustified. Furthermore, there are potential applications that will enable leading-edge users to secure
a competitive advantage either now or in the

immediate future.

EXPERT SYSTEMS HAVE EMERGED FROM THE
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Expert systems have existed in research laboratories sincethe late 1960s, alongside other aspects

Knowledge

base

Data/knowledge

encyclopaedia

Database

ofartificial intelligence (Al). (In addition to expert
systems, AI encompasses pattern recognition
including voice and handwriting recognition and
interpretation
and the subject of man-machine
interfaces.)
The real impetus for substantial investments in
expert systems came in 1981 when Japan
announced that it was embarking onits Fifth
Generation Computer Project
incorporating
expert system and AI techniques. Since then,
several billions of dollars have been invested in
research and development, and in experimental
andlive projects, in Europealone. Worldwide, the
investment has been both from government and
from industry. Examples of governmentfunding
are the Esprit/Eureka programmes in the EEC,
INRIA-ledprojects in France,the Alvey programme
in the United Kingdom, projects sponsored by the
BMFT (Department for Research and Technology)
in West Germany, the National Computer Board
projects in Singapore, and the ICOT-sponsored
projects in Japanitself. An example of industry
funding is Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC), the research operation
funded by eleven US computer suppliers.

Since our last report in 1983, the number of
commercial applications of expert systems has
increased substantially. Although thereare still
only a few examples of expert systems providing
substantial business benefits, there are hundreds,
if not thousands, of practical applications that are
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beginning to provide some benefits. Figure 1.3 (on
pages 6 and 7) providesa representative sample of
the more than 200 practical applications we
examined or heard about during our research.
These applications cover practically all industry
sectors and all the countries where there are
Foundation members. Of the 104 members that
respondedto ourinitial questionnaire, 13 per cent
haveoperational expert systems, 62 per cent have
systemsat the pilot, experimental, or development
stage, and 15 per cent are considering developing
expert systems. Only 10 per cent have done nothing
about expert systems.

Interestingly, many of the practical applications
are now used by clerks or administrators
not
by experts. And there are more examplesof systems based on the knowledgeof specialists and
technicians , rather than of experts . This, however, does not detract from, but rather enhances,
the utility of expert systemsto ordinary businesses.

The application of expert systemsis based ona large
variety of products (weestimate that more than 400
products are available in Europe) from many
different types of supplier
hardware vendors,
systems and software houses, and specialist expert
system suppliers. There are at least 100 suppliers
of expert systems in Western Europe andwell over
twice that numberin the United States (Figure A1.5
in Appendix lists the suppliers that responded to
our questionnaire). The majority of the products
originated in the United States.
THE TECHNOLOGY WORKSIN PRACTICE

The number of practical examples of working
expert systemsis growing rapidly. During ourresearch we interviewed dozensof business organisations that now have operational applications of
expert systemsor are moving from experiments to

live operations. The system suppliers that responded to our questionnaire survey claimed that
their products were being used in 4,400 applications. Even excluding the 3,500 applications
claimed by just two suppliers, thereare still 900
discrete applications. And the applications are not
trivial. Nearly a third contain at least 5,000 rules (or
the equivalent).

THE COSTSAREIN LINE WITH LIKELY BENEFITS

Oneof the most important technical developments
in the past four yearsis that of the expert system
shell. (A shell is a generalised expert systems
application package that provides a framework for
a designerto build a knowledge base. The shell also
provides the inference engine, together with a
predetermined control strategy for using the
knowledge base. A shell therefore provides the
means for developing an expert system without
expert systemsexpertise.) These products are more
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powerful and
expert system
expert system
were available

usable than the first-generation
environments and the low-level
languages (Lisp and Prolog) that
in 1983.

Also, because it is a new technology, improved
versionsof shell products tend to be released at
least once a year, and sometimes twice. Some
expert system shells cost only a few hundred or
thousand dollars, plus the cost of a microcomputeror a share of a minicomputer or mainframe;
the previous enviroments used to cost tens of
thousands of dollars and required the use of specialised hardware, costing similar amounts. (Figure
A1.8 in Appendix 1 analyses the pricing information provided by respondentsto our supplier survey). There is evidence that microcomputer-based
softwaretools areselling extremely well, whereas
software products based on specialised hardware
are notselling as wellas originally expected either
by their suppliers or by market researchers.
THE WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITYIS HERE

Inthe evolution of most new technologies, there is
a window of opportunity during which leadingedge users may use the technology to gain a
competitive advantage withouttoo large a risk that
the technology will not workorwill cost more than
the benefits to be gained. The timingof this window
dependsnot only on the technology but also on the
nature of applications and on the businessin which
it is applied (see Figure 1.4 on page 8). The combination of affordable price, practical technology,
and successful applications suggests that the
window of opportunity for expert systemsis here
for several businesssectors, andthatit will soon be
reached for most other sectors. Now isthe time for
the market leaders in those sectors, and for those
aspiring to be market leaders, to grasp the
opportunity provided by expert systems.
GUIDELINES FOR EXPLOITING EXPERT
SYSTEMS

So how should an organisation set about exploiting
expert systems? Thefirst step is to understand the
potential benefits that the use of expert systems
can bring. This topic is discussed in Chapter 2. You
then need to understand the potential application

areas of expert systems and assess the extent to

which expert systems are already being used in
yourbusinesssector and in your country (Chapter
3), because thesefactors will affect your approach
to exploiting expert systems. Chapter4 describes
the three main approachesand provides advice on
how to choose the best aproach for your organisation. The chapter explains how to select the
possible opportunities for exploiting expert systems
in each of the main application areas and how

Expert systems: an opportunity for business now
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Representative sample of expert system applications

Business
sector and

country

Discrete

manufacturing
France

Organisation

Bull
Renault

Comments

Application

Kool

Toolkit designed for own use on

several projects.

maintenance of automatic
Sitere
transmission.

Knowledge Representation &
Kritic
Inference Techniquesin Industrial Control
contro! of a powerdistribution network.

Germany

Krupp Atlas

Italy

Pirelli

Gestra

Switzerland

Baumann AG

UK

develops
Der Rollandenexperte
parts lists and specifications for
roller-blind manufacture.

Rolls-Royce

UK/US

Digital
Equipment

US
Banking and

finance

Australia

Electronik

managing transport.

XCON

Pioneering success.

market penetration.

Configuring Vax computers.

Repair of soup-cooking plant.

Australia and
New Zealand

Configuring and managing bank branch.
Le Courtier

advisory system for stock port-

UK

TSB Trustcard

US

American
Express

Diagnosing and handling
communication network problems.

Public

utilities
France

Netherlands
UK

Fideuram

Evensky &
Brown

Eléctricité de
France

Rijkswaterstaat

British Nuclear
Fuels
British Gas
Head Office

Transport
France

RATP.

Scandinavia

SAS

Has developed own methodology for

expert systems development.

Two-thirds of systems areas potentially
suitable for knowledge-based systems.

folio management.

Italy

May lead to a commercial product.

Developing market and product strategy

Générale
Banque

Belgium

Sales force required after-sales backup.

selecting potential customers and forecasting

Cambell s
Soups

Banking Group

May lead to commercial product.

Evaluation of investment revenue for
clients.

Authoriser's Assistant

checks

credit card use against fraud.

Plan Power

Captures expertise of near-to-

retirement repairman.

Developed to meet increased demand
for investment advice.

Expanded to other Amexsites.

advise and manage unique

financial situations and long-term goals.

Diagnosis and control for safety systems for
nuclear plants.

IVON

forecasts conditions of highways

Could prevent unnecessary shutdowns

without anyrisk.

for two-year investment cycle.

Consultative systems for design engineers.
Assessing the insurance coverage of

computer centres.

New knowledge developed by experts
from different disciplines working

Maintenance, predicting breakdown

Concerned about immaturity of

Redirecting aircraft when Copenhagen
Airport is fogbound.

Developed with Stockholm University.

patterns, and managementdecisions.

together.

developmenttools.
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Representative sample of expert system applications (continued)

Business
sector and
country

Organisation

Application

Comments

Singapore

Port of

Plan loading and unloading of container
ships.

A pioneering application.

Royal Dutch
Shell

Ressix
assist in running oil reservoir
simulation programs.

Operational at one site, remote access

Transport

Singapore
Authority

Process

manufacturing
Netherlands/
UK

UK

Linkmann

Blue Circle
Industries

manufacturing plant.

BP Ltd

Insurance

control system for cement-

Gasoil

design aid for gas and oil

separators

from several others.

_ Estimate six months to payback.
Has 2,500 rules using Extran induction

shell; outputs design drawings.

UK

Legal &
General

UK

American
International &
five others

The Underwriting Advisor
preliminary
analysis to decide if further action

Designed for 50 workstations on

British Coal

UFEL
threats.

Not sure of need for knowledge
engineer. Sees need to use mainstream
computers.

UK

Touche Ross

Appraising capital investment per project.

US

Coopers &
Lybrand

Expertax

DHSS

Performance Indicator Analyst

W H Smith

Stock Control
on warehouse.

British Telecom

BT Tracker

Mining
UK

Aries Fire

Continuing development with Aries Club.

risk assessment.

required.

planning action for methane

Professional

services

Public
administration
UK

Retail and
distribution
UK

Communi-

cations
UK

Construction
UK

Education/
research
UK

Health care
UK

|

Wimpey Group

Services

Butler

Cox & Partni

assists

researchers to measure performance of
health authorities.

|

forecasting demand

diagnosing PABX faults.

Checking quality of detailing and
workmanship done by contractors.

House price prediction.

North
Warwickshire
District Health

Answering queries on Aids virus from
doctors, the public, and researchers.

ATION

Used as tool to increase productivity

and effectivenessof auditor.

Successful commercial application.

South Wales
Polytechnic

Authority

©

advising ontax.

mainframe with simultaneous access.

Derived new knowledge or expertise.

Reveal package uses live data and

calls Cobol programs.

A pioneering application.
Believe knowledge engineers will
eventually be bypassed.

Pilot 85% accurate; therefore

extending project.
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Window of opportunity for expert systems

Organisations wishing to use expert systems for competitive advantage should exploit the window of opportunity. Thesingle curve
shownin the diagram is an over simplification because different business sectors have reached different stages in accepting

expert systems.
f;

Acceptance
of expert systems

Failures and
disappointments

<qWindow CaaS
opportunity

iG

Pioneers and
unrealistic enthusiasm

1982

Real

potential

1987

to prioritise the surprisingly large numberof opportunities that will be identified.

Theintroduction of expert systems then needs to
be managed. Thekeyis to set up an expert systems
support unit and locateit in the most relevant part
of the organisation. Chapter 5 describes therole of
the unit, and the various organisational models

1990

Time

that can be used. The chapteralso identifies the
skills required for introducing expert systems and
provides advice on how to manage the implementation ofthefirst application.

Finally, exploiting expert systems depends on
choosing appropriate products and tools. Chapter
6 explains how todothis.
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Chapter 2

The benefits of using expert systems

Although expert systems may seem mysterious to
the uninitiated, the benefits to be achievedare real.
Some expert system applications could probably
have been implemented with conventional
development tools. However, the emergence of
expert system techniques has allowed many
applications to be computerised for thefirst time.
Other applications have been re-implemented as an
expert system, and this has made themeasier to use
and more cost-effective. The benefits arising from
the computerisation of these applications are
diverse. As one might expect, the main benefits of
using expert systems stem from replicating or
enhancing human expertise and from increasing
the productivity of experts, and from solving
problems too complex to be solved bytraditional
computing techniques. Someorganisations are also
benefiting from expert systemsin an indirect way.
They have begunto use expert system products as
a tool for developing conventional applications
becauseofthe betterfacilities the tools provide for
developmentstaff. Finally, many organisations are
finding that their use of expert systemsis helping
them to gain a competitive advantage.
Weillustrate each kind of benefit by describing
relevant applications chosen from the many
already in existence. As you will see, many of
the examples have multiple benefits and could
be used to illustrate the achievement of other
kinds of benefits, but this is not unique to expert
systems
it is in the nature of most computer
applications.
REPLICATING OR ENHANCING EXPERTISE
Where humanexpertiseis in short supply (thereby creating a bottleneck), expert systems can be
usedeitherto replicate the expertise orto allow less
expert staff to undertake the workthatpreviously
required an expert s personalattention. Theability
to enhance the capabilities of non-experts was
cited as a major benefit of expert systemsby nearly
50 per cent of the respondents in the JIPDEC
survey. Specific examplesof expert systems being
used to replicate or enhance expertise are detailed
below.

. FOUNDATION
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COMPLIANCE WITH GOOD PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE

From October 1988, financial-servicesinstitutions
in the United Kingdom will be legally required to
ensure that their employees are complying with
good professional practice. The purpose of the
legislation is to ensure, for example, that aclientis
advised about the best products on offer, and not
the ones that provide the highest profit for the
financial-services company. This meansthat the
institutions will need to monitor all the business
transactions made by their employees. Such
monitoring is almost impossible to carry out by
manual methods alone, and even with automated
indexing and searchingtools, the taskis difficult.
However, somefinancial institutions (such as the
National Westminster Investment Bank) are
developing an automatic monitoring system using
an expert system shell called Vanilla Flavor. The
details of the transactions executed by each
salesman or trader are matched against a set of
rules, and any breachesare broughtto the attention
of the compliance officer, who can then examine
the records in more detail. The Vanilla Flavor
software and the accompanying hardware costs
more than $500,000. However, any serious breach
of the law, if proven to be dueto negligence on the
part of the company, could result in substantial
fines and possible revocation of the licence to
operate.

A secondary benefit is that it will be easier to
incorporate any changes in the compliance rules
than it would be with a conventional system.
INTERPRETATION OF TAX LAWS

Coopers & Lybrand, the international audit and
accountancypractice, found that its US tax experts
were spending the majority of their time analysing and advising on simple and straightforward tax
problems. Thefirm decided to implementan expert
system that would enableless qualified personnel
to handle the simpler tax problems, freeing the
experts to concentrate on the difficult problems
wheretheir specialist knowledgeis of most value.
the expert tax advisor
Theresult was Expertax
system whichhas cost some$1 million to develop.

Chapter 2

The benefits of using expert systems

Expertax is now being used in most of Coopers
offices in the United States by general accounting
and auditing staff. Everyone gains from this
arrangement: the tax expert can apply his or her
expertise to the difficult and high-value problems;
the non-expert can advise on the simpler tax
problems
which form the majority of the cases
anyway
without havingto refer them to the tax
expert, thereby saving both time and effort; the
client benefits in reduced time and cost; and
Coopers gains an important competitive advantage.
Thereis also another important benefit. Because of
the complexity of the tax laws, different branch
offices could easily interpret the laws differently
andgive different and potentially incorrect advice.
The expert system enables the interpretation to
be consistent throughoutthe organisation. Furthermore, in order to develop Expertax, Coopers had
to develop aspecialist expert system shell (Q-Shell)
to handle questionnaires easily and simply. The
firm may offer Q-Shell as a productto its clients.
AUTHORISATION OF PERSONAL LOANS
IN RETAIL BANKS

Retail banks in several European countries have
pilot expert system projects that allow decisions on
personalloansto be devolved to individual branch
offices. Thelocal staff are assisted by an expertsystem-basedapplication in three ways: first, the
system assists them to evaluatethe risk; second, it
assists them with someof the paperwork involved;
and third, it refers to head-office specialists those
applications that fall outside the authority and
conditions thatthe localoffice is empowered to deal
with. Thus, the same system helps the user,
enhances the capabilities of non-experts, and
ensures that the current head-office policies and
rules are interpreted correctly. Moreover, in
today s competitive climate, the ability to provide
an immediate answerto a loan request provides
the banks with a distinct business advantage. In
addition, the system is readily accepted by the
local staff becauseit is seen to be helpful rather
than controlling, or even interfering with, their
work.
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FAULT DIAGNOSIS
BY RENAULT

Renault has built a prototype expert system (called
Sitere) in conjunction with Cap Sogeti Innovation
to assist in diagnosing faults in automatic transmissions. Such a system is necessary because there
are few experts who can correctly diagnose the
faults. The aim of the system is to make their
expertise more widely available. The dealers
benefit by being able to diagnosefaults quickly and
accurately; customers benefit because the faults
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are repaired correctly; and Renault benefits
because its customers are moresatisfied.
PROVIDING SCARCE OR RARELY USED EXPERTISE

Expert systems havebeenusedin situations where

expertiseis in dangerof being lost. Two examples

are:

Tocapture the knowledgeof the expert who
administered the pension payments for a
schemethat applied to former employees of a

companythat had been boughtout manyyears
ago.

Tocapture the expertise of the operator and
maintenance staffof a piece of equipmentthat
.is no longer being sold or supported by the
original manufacturer.

Expert systems havealso been used to determine

the foreign-exchange remittance rules that apply
whena developing country imports certain kinds
of capital goods that require special authorisation
or licences, and where the particular country or the
kinds of goods concernedare not regular features
in the company s normalline of business. Hence,
the companydoesnot need to employ a person with
the relevant expertise, which would be rarely used,
nordoesit need to employ an expensive consultant
whenit does require such expertise. However, such
an application needs to be used with care.
Import/export and foreign-currency regulations
change, and the knowledge base must be kept up
to date.
PROVIDING BETTER MANAGEMENT CONTROL

Expert systems can be used to ensuretheconsistent
application of head-office policies where the
responsibility and authority for implementing the
policies is devolved. For example, several
organisations (from the public and private sectors)
are using expert systems as part of their
recruitment programme. Staff can be recruited
locally, but can be selected according to central
directives and standards. The expert system acts as
a filter to eliminate those applicants who are
obviously unsuitable. In effect, it acts as a
recruitment agency whosetask is to identify a
shortlist of good prospective candidates, rather
than to makethe decision on behalf of the hiring
organisation.

INCREASING THE PRODUCTIVITY
OF EXPERTS

In addition to allowing work previously done by
experts to be carried out by lower-level, andless
costly, staff, expert systems mayalso be used to
improve the capability of the expert. This was the
benefit cited most often (by more than 60 per
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cent of the respondents)in the JIPDEC survey. One
exampleis the use of expert systems by American
Express to authorise credit.
CREDIT AUTHORISATION AT AMERICAN EXPRESS

American Express uses an expert system called
Authoriser s Assistant to supportits policy of not

placing a limit on the amountof credit its card-

as long as
holders may have at any given time
nextbilling
the
at
full
they clear their accountin
cycle. The no-limit policy differentiates American
Express from the more popular Visa and MasterCard credit cards, but it often causesdifficulties for
the administrative staff. Three hundred credit
authorisers at four locations often need to access
up to 13 different databases in order to make the
correct decision. Previously, many of the requests
for credit were granted by using a mainframe
system that used statistical criteria. Even so, the
volume of transactions requiring human intervention made the processrelatively slow and a
potential bottleneck.
After demonstrating the technical feasibility of
applying expert systemsto the credit-authorisation
process (using a shell), a major project was initiated
in mid-1985. By April 1986, a standaloneprototype
had been developed with theaid of Inference Corporation, using its software, ART, which runs on
Symbolics specialist hardware. Since then, the
Figure 2.1

The benefits of using expert systems

Symbolics system has been linked with the mainframe via interfaces with a Sun microcomputer.
Notsurprisingly, the most difficult part of the entire
exercise was not the process of building the
knowledge base difficult as that was but rather
the technical problemsof interconnecting incompatible hardware and software. (Figure 2.1
schematically describes the system.)
The system wentlive in January 1987 andin tests
has performed 11 per cent better than the credit
authorisers, providing the correct decision in 96 per
cent of cases rather than 85 percent. It is well
knownthata large part of the potential profits of
credit-card and charge-card firmsis lost through
bad debts. Controlling them or, even better,
reducing themis one wayfor a credit-card company
to gain a competitive advantage overits rivals.
DIRECT FINANCIAL PAYOFF

Sometimes, the increased productivity resulting
from the use of an expert system can provide a
direct financial payoff. One example is provided
by a company taxation-optimisation program developed by a major multinational systems vendor
for its own use. This application enables the company to pay the minimum amountof tax required
by the lawsof the countries in whichit operates.
Because the tax authorities do not yet have an
equivalent system, they are hard pressed to prove

American Express s Authoriser s Assistant

Credit-authorisation
request
Authoriser s
terminal

Merchant

Mainframe systems

with database
and statistical
models

Final
decision
By:

Exceptions that

cannot be handled
by the mainframe

systems

Expert system based
on a Symbolics Lisp

machine
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that more tax is due than is declared by the
company. However, we hearthat one tax authority
is busy developing its own expert system to check
the validity of these declarations.

SOLVING AND UNDERSTANDING
COMPLEX PROBLEMS
Certain types of complex problem have not been
capable of solution by conventional computing
techniques. Often, these problems require the
choiceof a solution from an extremely large number
of possible answers (the so-called combinatorial
problems). In such problems, there may be a few
simple separate choices that can be made. The
complexity comes from the vast numberof waysin
which the simple choices may be combined and
sequenced. Examples are the configuration of complex computer systems and the optimisation of a
port s operations. Sometimes, using expert systems
to solve a complex problem provides another
benefit. The very process of trying to build an
expert system brings about a better understanding
of the nature of the problem.
CONFIGURING COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Digital Equipment has used an expert system
(XCON)to helpit solve the problem of configuring
Vax installations. The Vax architecture now spans
the whole range from microcomputers to
mainframes all with a commonoperating system
and compatible interfaces, such as Ethernet. Inthe
early days, Vax computers were sold mainly
through dealers and system integrators. Asa result,
any combination from about 60,000 discrete
components may have to be specified to create
a working configuration. Digital was faced with
the problem of an extremely successful machine
whose order-to-delivery time was being unduly
lengthened by errors in specifying the configuration of an installation. This was costly in
terms of manpower, lost time, and goodwill. The
company attempted to develop an automatic
configurator using conventional software techniques, but failed to produce a working system
becauseof the combinatorial complexity
it was
impossible to keep the system up to date with the
latest engineering changes.
As a consequence, Digital decided to work with
John McDermott of Carnegie-Mellon University to
develop XCON. XCON has beenin usein the United
States for over four years, and in parts of Europe
for nearly twoyears. It now contains 8,000rules,
comparedwith only 400in the original version in
the early 1980s. Digital estimates that XCON saves
it $15 million a year. However,despite the publicity
given to howeasyit is to maintain and change the
rules in an expert system, XCONcosts Digital in the
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region of $1.5 million year. This isa lot of money,
but is only one-tenth of the annual savings
generated by the system. Only 20 per cent of the

annual maintenanceeffort is concerned with the

expert system itself, however; the rest concerns all
the activities around the system
such aslinking
with mainstream systemsand data.
i

XCON has formed thebasis for a family of expert
systems: XSEL, to help the salesmanto configure

the orderin the first place, and XSITE, whichis
used to advise on computer facilities and site
configuration.
OPTIMISING PORT OPERATIONS

The Singapore Port Authority is developing an
expert system to help it decide on the optimum
sequence for loading and unloading container
ships. At present, the port is able to move 500
containersin eight hours. It believes the use of the
expert system will increase this to 640, providing
faster turnaround for ships using the port
benefiting the shippers, consumers, and the
authority.
The systemis being developed in conjunction with
the ITI (Information Technology Institute) of the
National Computer Board of Singapore. The
concept of the system has been proved by a
prototype system running on a Lisp machine. The
full operational system will run on networked Sun
microcomputers linkedto the authority s IBM 3081.
There will be two phases of development. By the
end of 1987, computer-aided manual scheduling
will be possible. Fully automatic scheduling will
be available two years later. The total cost of
developing the system is estimated to be Singapore
$3 million (US$1.5 million).
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM BETTER

Developing an expert system requires that the
existing knowledge of experts be pooled and
codified in a form that can be stored ina computer
system. The techniques for doing this are more
thorough and complete than those used in conventional systems analysis, and, usually, they
improve communication betweenthe experts and
the systems analyst. They can also clarify the
expert s own thinking and improve communications between different experts in the same or
related fields.

We noted several instances where developing an
expert system to solve a complex problem had
forced a reappraisal of the existing knowledge and
expertise. For example, the application of expert
systems to the interpretation of the UK social
welfare benefits rules has helped to identify
anomalies in the statutes and in the detailed
interpretation of the rules. Two other examples of
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the use of expert systems leading to a better
understanding of the problem aretheidentification
of the indicators required to measure the performanceof a public service, and the identification
of the factors required to assess the insurancerisk
at a computercentre.

Indicators required to evaluate a public service
Under the Conservative government, public
administration in the United Kingdomis having to
provethatit is delivering value for money, and not
just managing ona cost- or budget-controlbasis. A

few years ago, the National Health Service was

asked to identify output-performance measure-

mentindicators. Each of the major care groups
doctors, nurses, pharmacologists, maternity,
casualty, and so on
identified its own set of
indicators; the total was 450. Ona pilot basis, some
health-service units collected data in order to
measure these indicators. The operational research
division of the Department of Health and Social
Security was then askedto analyse the data being
collected. Very quickly, the division realised that
it was far from clear how theindicators related to
each other and how they could be used to measure
the actual outputs achieved and relate them to the
expenditure and inputs of the health service.

The operational research division has now loaded
someof the data into an expert system shell and
has used this as the basis for a dialogue with practitioners in the field. The result is that the practitioners are beginningto identify the key indicators
amongst the 450, and to see how theyrelate to each
other and how they reflect the achievement of
actual outputs. In the process, the experts are
beginning to gain a much better understanding of
the business they are in. The indicators are now
grouped into 12 modules, onefor each care group,
covering the 192 health districts.

Factors required to assess the insurancerisk at
a computer centre

A large public utility, which underwrites mostofits

own insurance, set out to assess the insurance

coverage requiredat its computercentres. It found
that not only did it not have comprehensive
expertise on the subject within the organisation,
but that even the most advanced insurance companies were not fully conversant with all aspects
of risk assessment in today s complex computing
environment. Theutility wanted to ensurethatit
had taken account of all of the relevant factors
arising from the application of computersto all
aspects of its business its computers provide links
with its trading partners; applications and data are
used notonly for operationalactivities but also for
major management decisions; large volumes of
output (customerbills and reports) are produced.
Thus, the business is dependent on the machines
operating throughout the working day, and
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sometimesat night or during the weekendas well.
Whenusing an expert system to help evaluate the
risks, the utility found that it was necessary to bring
together specialists from half a dozen different
disciplines, and to pooltheir expertise. The new
knowledge that resulted was usedto evaluate the

adequacyof its computer centre insurance cover-

age. The utility is now considering whether to make
the expertise available commercially.

USING EXPERT SYSTEMS AS
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Expert systems are designed to support rapid
prototyping and easier maintenance, and they
provide advanced graphical interfaces (using the
now common WIMPs
windows, icons, mouse,
andpictures), often in conjunction with an explicit
nonproceduralor declarative form of language akin
to the more sophisticated versions of fourthgeneration languages. One of the key features of
expert systems is their ability to allow rapid
prototyping without the need for a formal specification. Hence, someusers have been encouraged.
to use expert system tools to develop other conventional systems that did not need an expert
systems approach. Although we would not recommend this approachfor developing major systems,
it can be extremely useful in helping users to
formulatetheir initial requirements andin enabling
the systems analyst to understand the requirements better.
Severalof the organisations we interviewed told us
that it was often the availability of advanced
interfaces, rather than the hitherto unproven

claims of the benefits of expert systems as such,
that persuaded them to try out an expert systems
product. In retrospect, these organisations believe

that they have benefited from usingthesefacilities,
and they often use the expert system tools to
demonstrate to the vendors of more conventional
software productsthe kindsof features they would
like to see incorporated in future products.

Some industry observers believe that the next
generation of system development tools will incorporate expert system techniques. The present
generation of IPSEs (integrated project support
environments) and CASE (computer-aided
software engineering) products are precursors of
suchtools.

GAINING A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

There are many different ways of gaining a
competitive advantage. For some organisations,
improving the production process will lead to
a competitive advantage, and there are many
examples of expert systemsbeing used to improve
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the productivity of process-control plants in the
chemicals, petroleum, other mineral-extraction,
cementation, and food-processing sectors.
Forothers, improved customerservice will be the
key to gaining a competitive advantage. More than
a third of the respondents to the JIPDEC survey
said that improved customerservice is an important
benefit of expert system applications. One example
is the Le Courtier system used at the Générale
Banquein Belgium to advise customers about stock
portfolios. Customers can key in the data and
questions themselves through a natural-language
interface. Hence, Le Courtier has improved customerservice and also improved the productivity
of the bank s experts.
Expert system applications can also be used to
provide an improved maintenanceservice. There
are several fault-diagnostic applications that speed
up the maintenance processby helping to pinpoint
the fault faster and more accurately than the

average repairman does.
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Digital s XCON, American Express s Authoriser s
Assistant, and Coopers & Lybrand s Expertax are
all examples of companies that have gained, or are

gaining, a competitive advantage by exploiting
expert systems. Another example is Northwest
Airlines seat allocation system, developed in
collaboration with Sperry (now Unisys), where the

numbersofseats allocated to different classes and
ticketing options are adjusted dynamically so that
overall revenueis optimised.
Most of these examples are from the United States.
Webelieve that the reason for this is that many
European and other non-American organisations
are more reluctant to exploit IT aggressively for

competitive advantage. Also, American organi-

sations are seldom reluctant to proclaim their
successstories, evenif they relate to applications
that provide them with a competitive advantage.
Nevertheless, we believe that, despite the highprofile examples, American users are no further
aheadof the rest of the world in expert systems
than they arein otherareas of IT. Wediscussthis
further in the next chapter.
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Take-up of expert systems depends on

application area, business sector, and country

The extent to which expert systems can be used to
improveefficiency or effectiveness or to provide
a competitive advantage depends on the type of
application, business sector, and the take-up of
expert systems in different geographic regions. It
is therefore important to understand the main
application areasfor expert systems andtherate at
whichtheyare being adopted by different business
sectors and in different countries.

MAIN APPLICATION AREAS

The examplescited in the previous chapter show
that expert systems are now being used for a wide
range of applications. Researchersin thefield of
expert systems have produced various classifications of expert system applications, the bestknownof whichis that of Hayes-Roth. This scheme
classifies expert systems by the type of problem
addressed: interpretation, prediction, diagnosis,
design, instruction, control, and so forth.

The Hayes-Rothclassification is very useful once
the problem to be solved by an expert system has
beenidentified becauseit is based on how human
knowledge is used, and because it implies a
developmental progression in addressing an overall
problem. For instance, a particular solution can be
categorised as solving a classification problem, or
a diagnostic problem, or a repair problem
depending on whetherthe expert system has been
designedjustto classify the symptomsofa fault, or
to diagnose the cause of the fault as well, or to
provide advice on the repairto be carried out once
the cause has been diagnosed.

The drawbackof the Hayes-Rothclassification for
businessusers of expert systemsis that it assumes
that the application area has already beenidentified; it does not help to identify the potential
opportunities for using expert systems. We prefer
to use a Classification based on four generic application areas that are familiar to most business
systemsstaff, and that can be used for identifying
opportunities. This classification scheme is summarised in Figure 3.1 overleaf, which describes the
characteristics of each application area, indicates
the level of investment required and thelevel of
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payoff that can be expected, and provides
examplesof typical applications for each area. The
type of application area will also determine the
most appropriate developmenttools and methods
to use. This topic is discussed in Chapter6.

In our classification scheme, the universe of
possible applications is divided into those of a
commercial or administrative nature and those of
a scientific or technical nature. The commercial/
administrative category is then subdivided into
two: information systems and decision-support
systems or end-user computing. The scientific/
technical category is also subdivided into two:
online or realtime systemsandoffline or standalone
systems.

For example, airline seat-allocation applications or
front-office applications such as a tax advisor are
commercial/administrative information systems,
whereas a mathematical model of the economy or
of the future of an organisation is a commercial/
administrative decision-support application. Process-control-related applications are scientific/
technical, online/realtime applications, and systems used to design discrete items of machinery
(such as PABXs) or to diagnose faults and repair
them, are scientific/technical offline/standalone
applications. Although eachof the four application
areas will have somerelevance for most organisations, some application areaswill be more important than others for each industry sector.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS APPLICATIONSIN THE
COMMERCIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

Applications in this area are relevant to most
sectors, but in particular to financial services, retail and distribution, and public administration,
especially wherea specialist is needed at the customer interface. All too often, that specialist
becomes the bottleneck in the process.
DECISION-SUPPORT OR END-USER APPLICATIONS
IN THE COMMERCIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

Decision-support systems and end-user computing
using expert system tools are applicable to all
sectors that employ a large number of managers
and professionals.
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Figure 3.1

Classification of expert system application areas

Application area

Information systems

Complements or extends
mainstream systems.

Variable

Variable

High

Very high

systems.

Used by generalstaff.

Online/realtime

Part of process equipment.
Used by equipment

operator.

ONLINE/REALTIME APPLICATIONSIN THE
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL AREA

This application area is most relevant to sectors
that have process-control requirements and other
highly technical or scientific functions. Hence, it is
important to the process-manufacturing sectors,
such as energy and mineral extraction.
OFFLINE/STANDALONE APPLICATIONS IN THE
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL AREA

This application areais most relevantto sectors that
havediscrete technical orscientific activities, such
as after-sales customer engineering and engineer-

ing design. Thus, it is important to the discrete-

manufacturing sectors, such as engineering, computer manufacturing, and electronics.
RATE OF PROGRESS IS DIFFERENT IN EACH
APPLICATION AREA

The extent to which expert systems are already
being usedin eachof the four application areas is
different. Applicationsin the scientific/technical
area (online/realtime and offline/standalone) are
the most advanced and will develop fastest. Today,
there are many examplesof standalone diagnostic
expert systems, and advancedusers are beginning
to experiment with expert systems concerned with
integrated machinery and integrated instrumentation.
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Loan approval; stock control
and ordering; airline seat
allocation; social welfare
advice.

Sinter plant operation; coal

cutter control; nuclear plant
instrumentation.

The next most advanced application areais in the
use of expert systemsfor decision-support and enduser computing. Today, expert systemsare being
used as adjuncts to spreadsheets and for simple
modelling, and there are experimental systemsfor
complex modelling and for providing high-quality

advice. The use of expert systemsin this area is also

developing quickly, but not as quickly as in the
scientific/technical area.

Theuse of expert systems for commercial/administrative information systems is the least welldeveloped applications area. Today, expert systems
are used to ensure thatrules and regulations are
adhered to, and there are experimental expert
systemsfor the application of complex knowledge
and expertise. This application area is developing
less rapidly thanthe otherthree, although the rate
of progress will increase as tools becomeavailable
for interfacing (and subsequently integrating)
expert systems with mainstream data processing.

TAKE-UP IS DIFFERENT IN
DIFFERENT SECTORS

In order to take advantage of expert systems(or of

any other new technology), each organisation must
seek to answerthe following questions:

How will expert systems technology affect my
business sector?
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What are my competitors and peers doing
about expert systems?
What has myorganisation done about expert

systemsso far?

Whatis it planning to do in the future?

Without answers to these questions, the organisation is vulnerable to competitive activities. At
best, it may miss the opportunity either for gaining
a competitive advantage or for improving its
effectiveness and efficiency.

The take-up is different for different business
sectors, though, interestingly, it is not very different in the three main geographic areas: the
United States, Japan, and Europe. Figure 3.2 shows
the take-up (and projected take-up) of expert
systems by several business sectors in Western
Europe in terms of progress through the wellknown productlife-cycle stages (as explainedin the
key to the figure). The surveyscarried out by ICOT
and JIPDEC indicate similar progress in Japan:
about 125 expert systemswereidentified, only two
of which started before 1984; more than 40 were
started during 1984 and 1985, andaround 100 were
started in 1986; another 200projects were expected
to begin in 1987.
THE DEFENCE INDUSTRY IS THE MOST ADVANCED

In Europe, the defence industry (which relies
heavily on applied research)is the most advanced
in exploiting expert systems. This is not surprising,
given the research natureofAI, from which expert
Figure 3.2

Take-up of expert systems

systems originated. (Our comments about the
defence industry should be treated as an informed
estimate , because the secret nature of much
defence work makesit impossible to gather direct
evidence.) During 1987/88, the use of expert

systemsin this sector will be moving into the upper

part of the pacing-technology stage. This means
that if you are in the defence business and regard
yourself as a marketleader, or you aspire to be one,
you haveto be using expert systems today. This
sectoris also the most advancedin the United States
and Japan.
MANUFACTURING

After defence, European manufacturing industries
are making good progress in exploiting expert
systems, with process manufacturingleading discrete
manufacturing. We predict that expert systems will
remain a pacing technology in the manufacturing
industry sector until well into 1989. The implication
is that if you are a manufacturing company and
have not yet begun to use expert systems, youstill
havetimeto catch up. Theposition is similar in the
United States and Japan, with many more applications in the electronics andelectricals subsector
of manufacturing than in any other subsector.
FINANCIAL SERVICES

Ourresearch showsthat the next most advanced
sector in the use of expert systemsis financial
services, with banking leading insurance. However, there is some evidence to suggest that the

Take-up of expert systems in Western Europe by business sector

Base technology

Key technology ia
al services
d utilities
{ration an

Financial ©

public admin's
others

Pacing technology

1986

1988

1989

1990

Base technology: Widespread use in many organisations; an essential technology.
advantage.
Key technology: Proven technology; market leaders implement to gain competitive

Pacing technology: Being usedfor pilot systems.

Emerging technology: Still in the laboratory; few prototypes in use.
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pace of advance mightbefaster in this sector than
in the manufacturing sector. For instance, an

ArthurD Little study in 1986 found that 32 per cent

of American insurancefirms wereactive in expert
systems; and a Coopers & Lybrandstudy of the top

100 insurancefirms in the United States showed

that by 1987 only 21 of them had not begun work
on expert systems(see Figure 3.3).

In our view, manufacturing industries will stay
aheadof the financial-services industry in their use
of expert systems. In particular, manufacturing
industrieswill haveto find new ways of competing
with the developing and newly industrialised
nations. Their motivation for using expert systems
will therefore be based as muchon survival as on
growthin the market. The explosive expansion of
the marketfor financial services will mean that this
sectorwill not be under suchgreatpressure to find
new ways of competing in the marketplace. We
therefore believe that expert systems will remain
a pacing technology in the financial-services sector
until the early 1990s. This meansthatif you are a
financial-services company and have not yet begun
to use expert systems, you havea breathing space
of twoorthree years.

However, if you want to gain an advantage over
your existing and prospective competitors, then
expert systems
whetheras a front-end to the
foreign-exchange or commodities-dealing workstations, or as advisors to branch-office staff dealing with loan applications or investment portfolios
maywell enable you to do so. Although the takeup of expert systemsin the financial-services sector
is advancedin the UnitedStates, this is not the case
in Japan, where the banking system focuses on
institutional rather than onretail banking.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES

At present, the use of expert systems by public
administration organisations and publicutilities is
at the emerging-technology stage. We expectit to
move to the pacing-technology stage by early
1988. Given the unrelenting pressurein nearly all
Western countriesof all political leanings to reduce
the amount of gross domestic product allocated
to the nonprofit public sector, every means of
exploiting IT should make sense. Provided the
organisation takes a sensitive approach to the
personnelissues of staff redundancy, redeployment, and retraining, reasonable progress with
expert systems should be achievable.
OTHER SECTORS ARE BEGINNING TO USE
EXPERT SYSTEMS

The professional-servicessectoris extremely active
in experimenting with the use of expert systems,
as are certain parts of the transport and the
mineral-extraction sectors. And expert systems can
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Figure 3.3

The top 100 US insurancefirms are

embracing expert systems technology

State of development

Operational application

1986

1987

65

21

2

Not yet started

(Source: Coopers & Lybrand)
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now be regarded as an emerging technology in

manyotherbusiness sectors. In Japan, for example,
there are many examples of expert systems in the
construction industry.

Thé one sector that surprised usis retail and
distribution. We found very few examplesof expert
systemsin firmsin this sector, and mostof these
examples werein the areaof optimisation, such as
vehicle routeing or stock control
the focus of
traditional operational research. Webelieve that
there ought to be many opportunities for using
expert systemsin retailing for intelligent market
forecasting, or targeted marketing, for example.
The expert system suppliers we surveyed believe
that retail and distribution companiesare active in
developing plans for using expert systems behind
manufacturing, but ahead of public utilities, and
transport and communications.

PROGRESSIS DIFFERENT IN
DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

In our research we foundseveralsignificant differences and someinteresting similarities between the
progress of expert systems inthe United States and
in Europe. In particular, US organisations appear
to be morewilling to experiment and to takerisks.
Hence, there are a larger numberof experimental
andpilot expert system projects in the United States
and manywell-publicised success stories.

DIFFERENCES BETWEENTHE UNITED STATES
AND EUROPE

Onbothsidesofthe Atlantic, the leading companies
are investing in expert systems, and innovative
systems departments are taking an activerole in
these projects. However, asin the early daysof the

business microcomputer, most expert system pro-

jects in the United States are being carried out
largely outside the systems department. This contrasts with the situation in Europe, where the
systems departmenthaseither a managing or, at
least, a coordinating role.

In the United States, it is mainly the Fortune 1000
companies that are active in expert systems,
whereas in Europe much smaller firms as wellas the
major organisations are very active in applying
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expert system techniques. Overall, we believe that
US organisations are not significantly ahead of

organisations in other partsof the world in making

effective use of expert systems. Atfirst sight, this
may seem surprising but, unfortunately, many
consultants and market researchers have confused
the maturity of US expert system suppliers and
products (which are several years aheadof those
in Europe) with the state of users and applications
there (whichis, at best, only several months to a
though, of
year or two aheadofthose in Europe
to country
country
from
course, the situation varies
technical
bya
endorsed
was
view
This
in Europe).
manager of Pactel s Intelligent Systems Centre,
whosaid at tne KBS87 Conference in Londonin
June 1987 that the United Kingdom, in manycases,
is as advanced as the United States in applying
expert systems, particularly in petrochemicals,
utilities, and financial applications.

There is one key difference between expert system

projects in the United States and Europe, however.

There are several multimillion-dollar commercial/
administrative information systemsprojects in the
United States; in Europe, apart from governmentsubsidised projects, we do not know of anything on
the same scale. Only where expert systems are
being integrated with process-control systems do
projects approach this scale. Although this difference reflects the differences in national and
regional businesscultures, it could makea significant difference in the exploitation of expert
systems to gain a competitive advantage. The
recent thrust of both AmericanAirlines Sabre and
United Airlines Apollo reservations systems into
Europe, and thebelated attempt by two groups of
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Europeanairlines to develop an alternative, is an
example of the risks that European organisations
run by not investing heavily and quickly in new
information technology.
PROGRESSIN JAPAN

Wevisited ICOT in Japan and also had accessto the
results of asurvey carried out in April and May 1986
by the JIPDECInstitution in Japan, which analysed
the responses of 203 organisations. The main
findings of our Japanese researchare that:

Japanese organisations are farther behind
than Europeanorganisations, in terms both of
products and of using expert systems.

Although mostof the suppliers are Japanese,
more thanhalf of their products originated in
the United States (this is true in Europe as

well).

Intermsof the role and involvement of the
systems departmentin expert system projects,
Japanese organisations are closer to the United
States (where the majority of initiatives come
from users) than to Europe (where the systems
department usually leads or coordinates
expert system projects).

More useis madeof languages thanofshells,
and of minicomputers than of microcomputers. As in the United States, more use is
madeof specialist AI hardware than in Europe.

The majority of applications are in the
diagnostic area, with product design a close
second.
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Chapter 4

Selecting the best opportunities for using
expert systems

Before beginning the task of identifying the best
opportunities for exploiting expert systems, it is
necessary to select the best overall approach for
using expert systems in your organisation. The
approach chosen will determine how successful
youwill be in exploiting expert system applications.
You will then need to identify and prioritise the
opportunities for using expert systems. Much has
been written about howtoselect the best potential
application areas for expert systems. Although this
materialis useful for evaluating opportunities (and
we incorporate many of the ideas later in this
chapter), it is not particularly helpfulin identifying
the application areas on which to concentrate.
Instead, it provides advice for discarding unsuitable opportunities. We therefore describe how to
identify and prioritise the possible opportunities
in each of the four application areas in our
classification.

SELECTING THE BEST APPROACH

There are three different approaches you can adopt
for exploiting expert systems. You can accept
expert systemsas just another technical tool; you
can use them as a new pragmatic solutionto certain
applications needs; or you can use them as a
strategic weapon asa means ofradically changing
yourbusiness.
USE EXPERT SYSTEMS AS A TECHNICAL TOOL

One approach you can adoptis to treat expert
systemsas just another technical tool. They may be
new, clever, and, perhaps, more useful or more
cost-effective than any existing software developmenttool. But as far as you are concerned, they are
merely a technical tool. With this approach, the
technicians in the systems department should be
left to evaluate, select, and use expert systems as
they think best. Users and senior managementwill
not be involved in directing the organisation s
expert system activities.

The technical-tool approachis likely to be theleastcost andleast-risk option, butit is also likely to
provide the least benefit. Left to itself, the systems
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departmentis unlikely to place a high priority on
expert systems. It already has enough newtechnology to cometo terms with. Hence, by the time
your organisation uses expert system tools for
operational applications, the products will be
mature, the suppliers stable, and the lessons well
learnt by other pioneering organisations.

There is nothing wrongwith this approach
if it
is the most appropriatefor you for the next two to
three years. In this case, the technical aspects of
this report, particularly Appendix 2, will be most
relevant.
USE EXPERT SYSTEMS AS A NEW PRAGMATIC
SOLUTION TO BUSINESS PROBLEMS

The second approach you can adoptis to involve the
users from the start, perhaps witha user champion
leading the expert systemsinitiative. Some users
already regard expert systems as a pragmatic
solution to manybusinessproblemsthat could not
be tackled easily before. Their information about
expert systemsand their motivation for applying
them comes from professional peers, journals,
conferences, and directly from suppliers at trade
shows. In manyways, this approachis similar to the
way that personal computers were introduced in
the late 1970s and early 1980s. Then, the microcomputer was promotedin all kinds of business and
domestic periodicals and was demonstrated at all
sorts of business events. Business managers and
professionals began to use personal computers to
solve problemsthat werenot being tackled by the
systems department. Today, expert systems are
also seen by someusers as the means of solving
problemsthat have not been tackled by the systems
department.

The pragmatic-solution approach to using expert
systemsis likely to result in a large number of
discrete applications, each of which has been
installed to meet a particular requirement. This
may well be the most suitable approach for some
organisationsfor the next two or three years. The
drawback of this approach, however, is that there
is no overall strategy for exploiting expert systems
and nopolicy regarding products or suppliers. This
is all very well if there are adequate financial and
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technical resources, but exploiting expert systems
inthis wayis likely to be inefficient. The drawback
of the pragmatic approach can be avoidedif the
systems department takes a lead in establishing

priorities and standards.

For organisations adopting the pragmatic-solution

approach, the practical example-based sectionsin

Chapters 2 and 3 willbe of most use. However, the
technical aspects of selecting the right software

(Chapter6), and setting up the right kind of support
team (Chapter5) will also be important.

USE EXPERT SYSTEMS AS A STRATEGIC WEAPON

The third approach you can adopt to exploiting
expert systems is to recognise that you can use

them to change the way you do businessand, as a
result, to gain a competitive advantage or to substantially improve yourefficiency or effectiveness.
Expert systems can dothis because they represent
amajor technological discontinuity. They have the
potential to be a new strategic business weapon.
This approach meansthat strategic applications
need to be identified; that business objectives,
threats, and opportunities, as well as your organisation s strengths and weaknesses, need to be
assessed; and that the potential and thelimitations
of expert systems must be understood. It is then a
relatively easy task to select the business functions,
the domainsof expertise, the applications, and the
users that offer the best opportunities for exploiting
expert systems. This approachis the mostcostly,
and has the highestrisk, but it provides the greatest
potential for making a long-term difference to the
businessitself. For it to succeed, it clearly needs the
commitment of senior user management.

Organisations that decide on the strategic-weapon
approach must not only take heed of all the
technical issues and the application lessonsin this
report, they also need to be concerned with
exploiting technology to gain a competitive
advantage. This topic forms the subject of the next
Foundation Report.
DECIDING ON THE BEST APPROACH
FOR YOUR ORGANISATION

Atfirst sight, the choice betweenthethreepossible

approaches may not seem an easy one to make. In

fact, it is straightforward. It should be based on
your own organisation s business objectives and
strategy.

First, if your organisation is, or aspires to be, a
leader in a strongly competitive and fast-moving
market, then it is essential to assess the major
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business threats and opportunities posed by expert
systems. You therefore need to use the strategicweapon approach.

However, if the competitive pressures in your
marketplace are less and yourbusinessstrategy is
to follow closely behind the innovators in your
sector, then you will need to seek out and be ready
to use expert systems as tactics dictate. You should
therefore adopt the pragmatic approach.

Finally, if your organisation operates in a less
competitive market(or in a nonprofit sector) and
your business strategy is to minimise therisks of
technical innovation, then the best policy is to wait
until the need for the new technology arises and
until the products are fully proven. You should
therefore treat expert systems as just another
technicaltool.

Of course, many Foundation members have multiple business streams that span several markets
and have a mix of business strategies. You should
examine each separately to identify the bést
approachin each areaof business. You may well
find that you needto use a different approach for
each business stream.

The choice will also depend to some extent on the
rate at which expert systems are being adopted by
yourparticularsector. If expert systemsare about
to become a pacing technology in your sector, you
probably cannotafford to adopt the technical-tool
approach. You will need to adopt the strategicweapon or pragmatic approach and time your
expert system initiatives according to the activities
of other organisationsin yourindustry. Timingwill
be most critical in applying expert systems as a
competitive weapon, wherebeingfirst (or at least
the first companyto apply expert systemswell) is
how the advantageis often gained.
IDENTIFYING THE POSSIBLE
OPPORTUNITIES

Although thereare differencesin detail for each of
the four application areas, there is one common
guideline for identifying expert system opportunities, whichisillustrated in Figure 4.1 overleaf.
Thefigure showsthat opportunities for expert systems exist where an expertorspecialist applies his
or herskills at the interface either between two

computer systemsor between a computer system

and another person (a customer, supplier, senior
manager, fellow worker, and so on). In this situation, the expert or specialist often becomes the
bottleneck for information flow or decision making.
We now discuss the different guidelines for
identifying possible expert system opportunities in
each of the four application areas.
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Expert system opportunities exist when an expert or specialist forms the bottleneck at the
boundary with a computer system

Computer
system

Expert |
<>
or specialist

Expert

or specialist < a >

Computer

system

Other groups
of people

customers

suppliers
senior managers

fellow workers, etc.
INFORMATION SYSTEMSIN THE COMMERCIAL/
ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

end-user computing areas are:

A staff function where the impact of the decisionis significant, evencrucial, to the success of
the business, but where the experts are overwhelmedby the need to manipulate a mass of

Possible opportunities for expert systems in the
information systemsapplication area exist when:

There is a significant (even critical) business
function where a bottleneckis being caused by
the unique skills of a specialist. For example,
Lend Leasein Australia develops and manages
large propertysites. It foundthat oneofits project
planners consistently produced more accurate
estimates for multimillion-dollar (and multiyear)
projects thanhis colleagues. This planner s skill
is being captured in an expert system.

basic data that can be combined and permutated

a

There would be a direct commercial benefit
from distributing the expertise normally found
only at the head office. One example is an expert
system that allows branch-office staff to use
well-tried underwriting practices for export
guarantees, thereby relieving the head-office

experts of the more mundanecases and allowing
them to concentrate on the small number of
difficult and time-consuming cases.
There are experts who act as the interface
betweendifferent computer systems. For example, the purchasingofficer of a manufacturing company might take the data from the
company s stock-control and sales-orderanalysis systems and combineit with his or her
own knowledgeofthe business to decide whether
to initiate an order via the purchasing system.
There is an opportunity to exploit expert systems if assisting these experts will improve their
productivity. Using expert systems to help the

experts whoactas theinterfaces between com-

puter systems has an important implication,
however.The expert system will need to interface with existing mainstream software and data.
Weseethis as being a growing requirement,
with expert systems becoming one elementof an
integrated solution to many business problems.

DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEMS OR END-USER
COMPUTINGIN THE COMMERCIAL/
ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

Thecharacteristics to look for when seeking possible
expert systemsin the decision-support systems or
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in many ways, which prevents them from
exploiting their expertise to the full. A typical
example would be marketing analysts in an
entrepreneurial consumer-goods firm.

Situations where experts use unstructured but
definable methodsfor their analysis, and where
providing the experts with expert systems
assistance would result in better decisions. At
Robson Rhodes in the United Kingdom, for
example, an expert system has been developed
to take accountof qualitative, rather than quantitative issues. Robson Rhodesis a management
consultancy firm specialising in providing advice
about corporate finance. The expert system is
designedto assist bank managers and corporatelending advisory staff in making corporate-lending decisions. The expertise provided by Robson
Rhodes corporatefinance unit (and modelled in
the expert system) is aimed at improving borrowing decisions and lending decisions by taking
accountof borrowers and lenders perceptions
ofthe likely risks and returns. Robson Rhodes
has tried to capturethe unit s subjective knowledge in the knowledge base.

ONLINE/REALTIME SYSTEMS IN THE

SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL AREA

Possible opportunities for expert systemsin online

and realtime applications exist when:
=

Thereis a significant, probably crucial, automated production process where successful
operation of the process dependsontheskill of
an expert who optimises the quality of the
product by fine-tuning the process. Broken
Hillin Australia, for example, operatesa sinter
processing plant. It is using a Macintosh-based

expert system to provideless-skilled operators

with the type of correlated data that the
experienced operator uses in making finetuning decisions. Blue Circle Industries has a
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similar application for its clinker kilns. It
estimates that a rule-based expert system will
save 10 per cent of the energy costs and
improve the quality of the product. In addition, because the system will allow the process
to run at lower temperatures, the refractory
lining of the kilns will last 30 per cent longer
resulting in an anticipated saving of
$450,000 a year perkiln.

The experts operating the process have to
work undertime pressure and have to cope
with large amounts of data that mustbe crossrelated. Both Electricité de France and British
Nuclear Fuels have pilot expert systems for
instrumentation displays in nuclear power
plants. Theideais to display the relevant data
only, and allow the operator to call up the
detailed raw data whenit is needed. The aim
of the system is to reduce the numberof times
a nuclear powerplant is unnecessarily shut
down. According to British Nuclear Fuels, it
costs $2 million per dayin lost production and
restart costs to shut down a nuclear power
station.

OFFLINE/STANDALONE SYSTEMSIN THE
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL AREA

There are potential expert system opportunities in
the offline/standalone scientific/technical application area when:

There is an important design or maintenance
function in which the role of the expert is
critical. Northrop in the United States uses
expert systems for production planning and
design of military aircraft involving 10,000
parts. Before the introduction of the system,
the process-planning exercise took between 8
and 12 hours. It now takes between one and
two hours, and there are almostno errors.

The experts in the design or manufacturing
function use permutations and combinations
of large amounts of data, some of which may
be of suspect accuracy. Severalelectricity
utilities are experimenting with applying
expert systems to the design of power
distribution networks. The design of such
networks involves an extremely large number
of possible combinations of hundreds of
factors. Existing systems imposelimits on the
combinations that can be considered and
therefore compromise the validity of the
results.

There is an incomplete understanding of the
behaviourof the physical environment. British
Coal has an expert systems application that
predicts the likelihood of encountering
methane when openingup a newcoalface or
mining an existing face in a different direction.
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Direct andtangible benefits, such as improved
customerservice, would result from providing
the experts with expert systemsassistance.
British Telecom has a fault-diagnostic expert
system that enables new engineersto service
older-generation PABXs. This has resulted in
improved customerservice and has reduced
the costs of training engineers to maintain
obsolete equipment. It has also prolonged the
usefullife of the equipmentand increased the
revenue from it.

PRIORITISING THE OPPORTUNITIES

Using these guidelines will usually result in more
candidates for potential expert system opportunities than you will be able to cope with, even
witha reasonablysized expert systems team. First,
you should eliminate any projects that are not
suitable candidates for today s expert systems
technology:

If conventional systems technology can be
used to solve the problem, then do not use
expert system tools
theyarestill relatively
immature and should be used only when
existing tools are inadequate.

Problemsthat take an expert more thanafew
days to solve are not yet candidatesfor expert
systems because they are beyond the capabilities of today s expert systems technology.

You will then need to prioritise the remaining
opportunities by consideringfactorsrelating to the
business requirements of the opportunities, to the
availability of experts and expertise, and to the
system developmentrequirements. The factors are
listed in their order of importanceforprioritising
the opportunities.

The business requirements to consider are:

The relevance of the opportunity to the
systems strategy and business objectives of
your organisation.

The potential payoff of the opportunity and
the significance of the problem. Too many of
the early projects we heard aboutduring our
research were in the interesting-exercise
category. Hence, even though they were
technically successful, nothing ever happened
after they were completed. Worse, the organisation had moved nofurther toward creating
an understanding of the real potential of
expert systems, muchless toward generating
a belief that they should be takenseriously
now. Inother words, there must be a business
reason for proceeding with the project. The
best way to make surethat thereis a payoffis
to identify a user sponsor or champion . The
existence of a user champion will prevent
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sceptics from saying that the project is a
technical exercise to satisfy the curiosity of the
systems department.

The extent to which the consistency or timeliness of decision making can be improved.
Thelikelihood of obtaining management commitment. Major projects could take several
man-years of development effort and subboth
stantial amounts of the experts time
for the initial development and for any
subsequent knowledge-base maintenance and
enhancement.

Theextentto which the intendedusers of the

system (who often are not the expert or
specialist whose knowledge or know-how is
being modelled) are enthusiastic and com-

mitted to the successof the project.

Thefeasibility of integrating the expert system
with the existing organisational procedures.
Sometimes, a successfulpilot system has been
abandonedbecausethe scale of the changesin
the organisational structure or procedures
required to implement a fully operational
system has beentoo great to contemplate.

Next, factors concerning the availability of experts
and expertise must be considered:

Thesolution of the problem should not require
general knowledge or common sense. Such
problemscannot yet be tackled by computer
technology.

There should be a vital need to replicate or
distribute the expertise or specialism.

The experts or specialists constitute a
bottleneck.

Theexpertise or specialism couldbelostif it is
not captured in an expert system
either
because the expert is nearing retirement or
becauseheorsheis likely to changejobs in the
foreseeable future.

The domain of expertise should be well bounded and narrow, with commonly accepted

Figure 4.2

standards or methods. Current expert system
tools and techniques cannot handle broad
domains.

An expert or specialist should be willing to

cooperate in the project. Failing this, there
must be a bodyof recognised and acceptedtest
cases to start from. In particular, the expert
must notfeel that his or herjobis threatened
by the expert system.

Finally, the system development requirements
must be considered:

Thereshould be a reasonable chance that a

working prototype can be producedin less

_ thana year.Users and senior managers despair
if it takes longer.

It should be feasible to interface the expert
system with appropriate existing systems.
More than 25 per cent of the applications
reported by the vendors that responded to our
surveyare linked, or even integrated, witha
mainstream system.

The cost of implementing a full operational
version of the system should be considered. We
heard about a surprisingly large number of
apparently successful experimentalandpilot
projects that had been abandoned once the
cost of fully implementing the system had
been calculated. A small-scale pilot can be
implementedfora relatively moderatecost,
whereas the cost of providing hardware and
softwarefor use throughoutthe organisation
canbevery significant either in termsof the
cost of central-processing capacity or in terms
of the cost of the large numberof terminals or
workstations required.

In March 1987, EDPAnalyzer published a checklist
of questions that could be asked to determineif a
potential expert system opportunity is worth
pursuing. Some Foundation members mayfind the
questionnairea useful adjunct to the factors listed
above, andit is set out in Figure 4.2.

Expert system project-selection criteria
Criteria

D

P

Score
M

N

NA

is there a need to make the knowledge ofa specially trained or talented individual more
widely available?

(Continued on next page) |
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Expert system project-selection criteria (continued)

NA

N

PoM

D

Criteria
Will building an expert system help future developments?
Will an improved understanding of the problem, gained through expert system
G
development, be valuable to the organisation?
Total score:

More than 30 = Excellent opportunity

20 to 30 = Good opportunity if cost is not too great
Less than 20 = Maynot provide sufficient payback

ls there an expert available who solves problemssignificantly better than the majority of
the intended users of the expert systems?

Are there a few key people with specialised knowledge or expertise spending excessive
time helping many others?

If multiple experts contribute, is one the final authority?
Total score:

More than 20 = Adequate expertise available
45 to 20 = Expertise may not be adequate
Less than 15 = Insufficient expertise available

Does the problem require mainly experience-based reasoning?
Does the problem require small amounts of time for the expert to solve or explain (less
than two hours), or can it be subdivided?
Is the problem domain well bounded?

Total score:

More than 18 = Suitable for expert systems
41 to 18 = Somedifficulties may be experienced
Less than 11 = Unsuitable for expert systems

Is there adequate managerial commitment for the effort?

i

either
Will theintroduction of an expert system causepolitical or control repercussions
from its use, contents, or recommendations?

Will the system handle areal and nec essary business need?

Total score:

0

5

3

1

0

0

1

2

5a

5

3

1

oO

0

More than 21 = Organisation will support the project
16 to 20 = Success may bedifficult to achieve
Less than 16 = There maybe obstacles that will hinder the project

Each question can be answered in oneof five ways:
D = Definitely, P = Probably, M = Maybe, N = No,

N/A = Not applicable

es, Dallas, Texas)
(Adapted from EDP Analyzer, March 1987, based on work done by Mind Path Technologi
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Managing the introduction of expert systems

Once the overall approachfor using expert systems
has been selected, and the most promising opportunities have been identified and prioritised, it
is necessary to managethe introduction of expert
systems. We believe that the introduction of
expert systems should be coordinated by an expert
systems support unit, and in this chapter we discuss
the role of such a unit and the most appropriate

location forit.

Itis also necessary to ensurethat the right skills are
available for the introduction of expert systems or
to provide appropriate training wheretheskills are
lacking.

Careful attention must then be given to managing
the implementation of the first expert system
application. This chapter provides appropriate
guidelines. The final managementactivity identified in the chapteris the need to monitor future
developments in the fast-movingfield of expert
systems. We provide guidance on what to look
out for.

ESTABLISH AN EXPERT SYSTEMS
SUPPORT UNIT

Before an expert systems support unit is set up, an
organisation needsto define the role of the unit,
both for the immediate future during the initial
stages of exploiting expert systems and for the
following twoto three years. Planning any further
aheadis likely to be premature, both because the
area of expert systems is developing rapidly and
because the organisation s understanding and
exploitation of expert systems will change considerably in that time. Some organisations have
formed an expert systems unit, but have restricted
it toaresearch role, without any real support from,
or contact with, either senior systems management
or user management. Unless the sole purpose of
working with expert systems in your organisation is to experiment, a unit such as this is likely
to be a complete waste of valuable and scarce

resources.

ROLE OF THE EXPERT SYSTEMS SUPPORT UNIT

The expert systems support unit has four different
roles:
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To promote the use of expert systems and
provide appropriate education.

. Toplan and coordinate the implementation of
expert systems.

Toprovide support and consultancyservices.

To develop expert systems.

Some units will perform all four roles; others a
combination of one or more, depending on whether
the responsibility for exploiting expert systemslies
with the user community, or the systems department, or is shared, and on the level of investment
that will be madein expert systems(see Figure 5.1).
Promotional and educational role
If you want the user community (or the organisation s research and development department) to
take the bulk of the responsibility for exploiting
expert systemsand to provide mostof the effort,
the main role of the expert systems support unitwill
be to promote the use of expert systems and to
provide expert systems education. Although this
type of support unit will be acting as the catalyst for
exploiting expert systems,it will need to acquire
actual experienceofreal products, ideally by using
them on in-houseprojects. This can be achieved by
working with the users on their projects.
Figure 5.1

Roles for the expert systems support
unit depend on where the responsibility
for expert systemslies
Responsibility

Role

Promotion

| Planning

atin

Support and

consultane:

en aa
Ej

Indicates that the support unit has the role indicated
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Inmanyrespects the promotionalrole of the expert
systems support unit is similar to that of the enduser computing support unit (or information
centre). Successful ways of promoting end-user
computing throughout the organisation could be
adopted for the promotion of expert systems. The
expert systems support unit might thus publish a
regular newsletter giving news about a network of
user experts that can provide local support for
everyday queries. It might also organise in-house
seminars involving users from your own
organisation, speakers from organisations in the
same sector, and speakers from suppliers and
consultants. Such events can be an excellent
vehicle for spreading awareness about expert
systems, and for enabling users to share their
experiences, in a controlled environment.

Inaddition to promotingthe use of expert systems
in the organisation, the expert systemssupport unit
willalso need to educate managers andusers about
their potential and to support the technical training
activities in the systems department. The main
education andtraining needsof different groups of
staff are summarised in Figure 5.2.

Managers needto be able to identify the highpayoff opportunities for using expert systems. This
ability is particularly importantif expert systems
is already a pacing technology in your sector,
but your organisation has not yet started to use
them. The purpose of the management-education
activity is, first, to alert senior managers to the
threats and opportunities and, second, to gain their
backing and commitment for some experiments
as precursors to operational projects. They need
to be aware that, even though benefits can come
from modest investmentin expert systems, major
benefits are most likely to require substantial
investment of money, people (experts, systems
staff, and users), and management time and
attention. Finally, they need to be aware that
Figure 5.2

Education andtraining in expert systems
for different groupsofstaff

Policy and direction

Threats and opportunities

Potential andlimitatio:

Prepare for future role

Matching problems and solutions
Knowledge acqu'
Development tools and techniques
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significant expert systems
like any other
significant computer system
will impact on
people and on the organisation. If the approach to
be taken is to use expert systems asa strategic
weapon, the impact will be on the way businessis
carried out.

The potential of expert systems also needs to be
demonstrated to the user community. Manyusers,
in spiteof all the publicity, will still be bemused(if
not confused) by expert systemsand will not be in
a position to identify the opportunities for using
expert systems in their field of activity. The
education effort should be directed at creating an
enthusiastic user community that is aware of the
potential, as well as the limitations, of expert
systems. One particular concern in the user
community may be that expert systemswilllead to
job losses and de-skilling. These fears should be
allayed wherever possible.

For experts and otherspecialists, the potential of
expert systems to enhancetheir skills and improve
their personal productivity needs to be promoted.
They too mayfear that expert systemswill de-skill
their role or make them redundant. Thesefears also
need to be allayed.

There willalso be aneed to promote the conceptof
expert systems within the systems department.
Even though widespread support and acceptance
of expert systemsby the systems departmentis not
necessary in the initial stages, we believe that,
eventually, the expert systemsactivity will become
an integral part of the systems department s
responsibilities. Many systems departments now
havethe reputationof being slow to embrace anew
anddifferent technology (witness the introduction
of the business microcomputer), and it will do no
harm to alert the systems departmentat an early
stage to the concepts of expert systems and the
potential for using them.

Planning and coordinating role
When the organisation is ready to make a
substantial investment in expert systems, the
expert systems support unit should take on a
planning and coordinating role. This role requires
a wider range of skills than those required for a
promotional role. The team members need to be
able to interpret the users ideas so they can be
translated into actual requirements for the suppliers. They need to be good at listening both to

l
prospective users and to suppliers and externa

consultants, and to be able to draw their own
conclusions about the match between requirements andthe proposedsolutions. They also need
to be able to advise the users about suitable
products, helping them to distinguish between the
reality and the marketing hype in the information
they will be receiving.
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The team members will also need to be able to
persuade someorall of the users to accept compromisesin their requirements and timescales and
to forgo the use of their favourite products or
consultants, for the commonorlonger-term good
of the majority. In addition, membersof the unit
will need to be familiar with the business
requirementsof the organisation and with the need
to align systems planning with business planning.-

Part of the coordinationactivity will be to evaluate
and shortlist preferred suppliers and products.
Chapter 6 provides guidelines for selecting products and tools. The establishment and maintenanceoflists of preferred suppliers and products
can also help to create an environment where users
from different parts of a large organisation can
share their experience andlearning. Sucha list also
prevents inexperienced users or experts from
wasting their time in performing productevaluation andselection exercises. It should also
enablethe users to employ the best products for the
given requirements.

In time, as an organisation develops many expert
system applications, and as the tools evolve to a
state where multiple knowledge bases can be used,
the role of this type of support unit might be
expandedto include knowledge-base management.
The role of a knowledge-base manager would be
similar to that of the database manager. But for
almostall organisations, such a developmentwill
be several years in the future.
Support and consultancy role
Wherethe organisation expects to make a major
investment in expert systems and the systems
departmenthas an activerole in helping users to
exploit expert systems, the main role of the support
unit should be to provide support and consultancy
services. This role requires the unit s staff to be
skilled in all aspects of expert systems. It is most
likely that staff with someoftheskills will have to
be recruited from outsidethe organisation, and that
use will have to be made of external consultants and
suppliers. However, the ultimate goal ofthis role
is to encourage and enable the users to becomeselfsufficient. Whilstit will be perfectly in order for the
unitto assist and to teach by carrying out projects,
active steps should to be takento transfer the unit s
skills and experience to the user community.
Development role
Where the systems departmenthasthe responsibility for expert systems, the role of the support unit
will also include the development of expert
systems. Although early projects will invariably
need support and resources from suppliers and/or
consultants, major in-house projects should
eventually be developedby the organisation s own
staff. Staff skilled in developing expert systems will
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therefore be required in the support unit. It may be
possible to recruit people withtherightskills, but
because expert systems developmentis a new
discipline, skilled staff are rare and in great
demand. Manyorganisations will have no option
but to retrain existing developmentstaff.
LOCATION OF THE SUPPORT UNIT

The most appropriate organisational location for
the expert systems support unit depends on the

type of application(see ourclassification in Figure

3.1), and the stage of development your organisation has reached in exploiting expert systems. We
identify three stages:
Experimental stage, where the aim isto learn
about expert systems, rather than to use them
to solve a particular problem.

Pilot-project stage, where the aimisto test out
expert systems in a restricted but, nevertheless real environment; if the prototypeis
successful, it will lead to a fuller implementation.

Operational stage, which may begin in a
restricted way with the application being
confinedto a geographicregion, for example,
or to a product division or particular market
sector.

Figure 5.3 showsthe most suitable location of the
expert systems support unit for each combination
of application type and stage of development.

It is importantto realise that as the use of expert
systemsprogresses through the experimental, pilotproject, and operational stages, an ever-widening
set of people andfactorswill have to be taken into
consideration. During the experimental stage,
management responsibility for expert systems is
with the group running the experiments (research and development, operational research, or
the systems department). Atthe pilot-projectstage,
it will be necessary to involve user representatives
and their management aswell. For applications in
the scientific/technical area that are to interface
with process-control systems, it will be necessary
to involve staff from the engineering and production functions, and, usually, technical representatives from the suppliers of the process-control
systems. Operational expert systemsin the information systems area will often need to interface
with mainstream data processing systems, which
means that systems development and data centre
staff will have to be involved. And because operational expert systemswill havea large impact on the
organisation, user management, and sometimes,
senior management, mustalso be involved oncethis
stage is reached.

During the early daysof exploiting expert systems
(experimental andpilot-project stages), the expert
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Location of the expert systems support unit changes as the use of expert systems evolves
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systems support unit should therefore be located
centrally, regardless of the way you normally distribute technical specialities in your organisation.
The possible locations are the research and development department, the operational research
department, or the systems department. Any one
of these would be a candidateif the focus of your
expert system activities is to be on applications
in the scientific/technical area. For information
system applications in the commercial/administrative area, the unit should be located in the
systems department. For decision-support or enduser computing applications, the unit can be
located within the operational research departmentor the systems department. If the unit is not
located in the systems department, there should be
a formal relationship between the two.

Once the use of expert systems has reached stage
3 (operational applications), the expert systems
support unit should be integrated with the more
established system-support functions of the
organisation. Thus, for applicationsin the technical
and scientific application area, we recommendthat
the unit should be included within the technical and
scientific systems support function. For the commercial and administrative information systems
area, it should be located within the normal
commercial systems development function. And
for the decision-support or end-user computing
area, it should be located within the end-user
support or information-centre function.

However, if your organisation has different
systems units for technical and scientific
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development and for commercial and administrative development, it may be sensible to have a
small central technical-support unit for expert
systems within your normal systems support
function to coordinate the two types of expert
systemsactivity.

PROVIDE THE RIGHT SKILLS

In addition to the skills referred to earlier, many
organisations are seeking advice about whetherthe
expert systems support unit requires specialist
knowledge-engineering skills. They are unclear about whether knowledge engineering is
an entirely new discipline, combining skills in
cognitive psychology with business analysis skills.
Or is it possible that most experienced systems
analysts could add knowledge engineering to
their skills portfolio? We support the view of
Professor Feigenbaum of Stanford University, who
said in his address to the UK members of the
Foundation at their annual conference in June
1987: Your most competent experts and your most
competent computer specialists can do the work.

You do not needspecialists trained in artificial
intelligence. ...

The skills supposedly required of a knowledge
engineer are so demanding that it is no wonder
there are so few of them. The role requires
psychological skills, some technical skills, and
political skills. It is a rare individual indeed who
combinesall of the required skills, and we believe
that a team approach to knowledge engineering is
the only practical approach.
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In addition to knowledge-engineering skills, technical skills specific to the different kinds of expert
system techniquesandtools are also necessary. The
main software houses provide courses for their
products, and often include modules covering the
techniques as well. An understanding of Lisp and
Prolog by some team members wouldalso be useful.
If some of the team are recent computer science
graduates, they are likely to have such knowledge
already.
We have already mentionedthat you will probably
need to use external consultants or staff from
software suppliers for your early projects. You
should assign your ownstaff to work alongside the
external staff so that they may gain valuable
experience.

Specific types of training will be required by the
different groups of people involved in the expert
system activities. Business analysts will need
training in how to identify when, and when not, to
use expert systems. Expert systems should become
oneof the possible techniquesavailable for solving
a business problem. Business analysts should
therefore know enough about expert systemsto be
able to propose them asthe best technical solution
to a specific business problem.

Those who will perform the role of knowledge
engineers will need training in knowledgeacquisition methods and techniques. In most
countries where there are Foundation members, indepth knowledge-engineering training courses are
provided by suppliers, consultants, and academic
institutions. The suppliers that replied to our
survey derive 20 per cent of their income from
consulting, which includes a considerable number
of training assignments. In the UK there are
excellent journeyman courses run by Imperial
College in London and by the Turing Institute in
Scotland. (The term journeyman meansa skilled
artisan who works with a master craftsman to
improve his or her skill.) The Imperial College
courseis spread oversix monthsand formspart of
a postgraduate MSc course. The Turing Institute
courseis residential and lasts up to three months.
Both courses include work on a problem of the
student's own choosing
which is usually
nominated by the sponsoring company. The
journeymanreturns to his or her company with
practical experience of how to set up and develop
an expert system. By April 1987, 30 journeymen
from 20 companies had completed their training
successfully.

Knowledge engineers also need to be trained to
document their work in a standard way so that
others in the same organisation can take overtheir
projects with the minimumofdisruption. In time,
we believe thatrelational database technology will
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evolve to encompass knowledgebasesandthat the
well-established data-modelling techniques that
ensure consistency in databases will be extended
to knowledge modelling as well.

Those who will develop and program the expert

systemswill needto betrainedto use the tools and

techniques that go with the products you have

selected. Mostofthis training will be available from

the product suppliers.

IMPLEMENTINGTHE FIRST APPLICATION

Werecommendthat, whereverpossible, you omit
the experimental and pilot stages and develop an
operational system as quickly as possible. The
experimentalstage is necessary only where a totally
new product, using new techniques,is being tried
out, or wherethe organisationis pioneering the use
of expert systems in its sector. Experimental
projects should be designed to increase understanding and to try out new tools and techniques.

Pilot projects are necessary only when certain
questions can be answered by running trial
version of the system. Everyone involved in such
a project should be awarethatif it meets certain
predefinedcriteria, a full operational system will
be developed.

For the small percentage of Foundation members
that have not yet started on expert systems, we
paraphrase the advice for beginning yourfirst
project given in A Strategic Guide to Implementing
an Expert System (published by systems dynamics
limited, a UK consultancy):
Yourfirst expert system should not bea large,
high-risk project.

Donotraise your organisation s expectations
too high forthefirst project.
Expect the project to take longer than you
originally thought.

Do not invest in specialised machines or
expensive software tools until you have
sufficient experience with expert systems to
know whatthey can dofor yourorganisation.

We also commend the advice regarding the
development of initial expert systems given by
Peter Sell of Digital at a meeting of UK Foundation members:
Management, not technicians, should be
responsible for the project.

Start with the problem, not the solution.

Find real business problem to solve, rather
than onethatis of interest to the systems
department.
Start with the least expensive usable software.
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Start by developing a prototyperather thana
functional specification.
Involve all the appropriate technicians,
experts, users, and managementin the project.

The initial prototype will demonstrate the
feasibility of using expert systemsto solve the
particular problem; it will usually have to be
extended or rewritten to provide the complete
solution.

After the initial prototype project, assess the
organisational effect and the resources needed
to develop the full solution, and then enhance
the prototype solution.

Schedule yourfirst project to last for between
one and three months, not a weekor a year.

Measure progress on yourinitial project in
terms of the functionality modelled, rather
thanby progress through formal checkpoints.

Do not release the prototype system for
generaluse.

The needto involve everyone who has something
to contribute, or has a vested interest, was
underlined in a presentation at the annual UK
Foundation Conference in 1987 by Anthony Butler,
chairman of the UK Alvey expert systemsproject
for insurance applications. He said that the development group had concentrated on the needs
of the experts and had only belatedly realised that
the users of the system would be branch-office
staff, not the experts, and that the requirements
of branch-office staff had not been taken into
account.

It is also important to ensure that the intellectual
property rights of the knowledge base and inferencing rules of any expert system developed are
protected so they cannot be used by other organisations (perhaps competitors) without your
permission. We know of several instances where a
software house has been employed to develop an
expert system and has, quite legitimately, claimed
the rights to the knowledge base and inference
rules and has included them in an expert systems
application package. You should therefore ensure
that the intellectual property rights are protected
in the contract with the software house.

MONITOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Thefield of expert systemsis evolving rapidly, and
the techniques andtools available are continually
changing. To ensure that you are not left with
yesterday s best solution, your expert systems
support unit should monitor the developments that
are occurring not onlyin the tools, butalso in the
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application of expert systems. One application that
is likely to grow in importanceis thatofintelligent
decision-support systems.

Tworesearchers (Remus and Kotteman)are beginning to consider how expert systems might be
used to create the intelligent decision-support
system of the future. They believe that within ten
years developmentsin AI and expert systemswill
provide tools that will overcome the main difficulties with today s decision-support tools, which
require the user to have an understanding of the
technology being used and are not designedto solve
specific problems. Furthermore, the researchers
argue that expert systemswill be required in order
to cope with the two most important characteristics
of decision making:

Decision making involves selecting appropriate decision-making tools and approaches,
and obtaining and filtering the information
available.

Decision makers are subject to numerous
cognitive limitations.

We believe that Remus and Kotteman are too
pessimistic in their view that it will be ten years
before such tools are available. Our view is that
intelligent decision-support systems, based on
expert systems, will be available within five years.

The mostsignificant technical developments that
are likely to occur in the immediate future are
described in Appendix 2, but the key ones to watch
for are:

The availability of expert system tools that
integrate with ordinary software, including
transaction-processing monitors, database
software, and system developmenttools.

Theavailability of automated knowledgeengineering methods and tools.

The emergence of compatible software that
can be used across the whole range of
hardware microcomputers, minicomputers,
and mainframes.

In thescientific/technical area, the integration of
expert system tools into process-control equipment
will come about as much because of users experimenting as because of the original equipment
supplier agreeing to accept and incorporate such
tools in its equipment. The exploitation of expert
systems in this way parallels that of the microchip, which is now used extensively in electrical
appliances, motor cars, and industrial equipment.
Ina similar way, the use of expert system tools in
the engineering-design activity and in product
diagnosis andrepairwill need the direct and active
commitment of the respective professional and line
functions.
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In the decision-support and end-user computing
area, the IT suppliers will be instrumentalin providing integrated smart tools such as intelligent
modelling software. However, the key develop-
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ments described above will have the most impact

in the general information systemsarea

the area

in which the systemsfunction has leadingrole to

play in the exploitation of expert systems.
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products and tools

As explained in Chapter 1, one of the reasons for
the recent expansionin the application of expert
systems has been the emergence of development
productsand tools. They have enabled applications
to be developed economically and quickly without
theneedforspecialist skills. The technology isstill
immature, however, andit is evolving rapidly. Over
half the products offered by the suppliers in our
survey areless than three years old whichis not
surprising for a new market segment.

Someof the users we interviewed werereluctant
to invest in the existing products becauseof their
short expectedlifespan. Butif it is worth developing expert system applications, then the useoftools
is essential to contain the development cost and
timescale. Short product lifespans of IT productsis
not a problem confined to expert systems.

It is necessary to select the kindsof tool appropriate
to the application and tothe skills of the development team. You also need to bear in mind the
limitations of the current products andtools and the
period of time beforethose limitations are likely to
be overcome. To help in selecting the most appropriate tools, we describe below the characteristics
of the various kindsof products andtools available,
summarise the limitations of the current technology, and show how thedifferent kinds of tool
are suited to the various application areas.
Appendix 2 contains more technical discussions of
the state of the art in expert system products and
tools.

THE PRODUCTS AND TOOLS AVAILABLE

The software products and tools available to the
expert systems developer range from programming
languages through to specific application packages.
Theydiffer in the kindsofskill (and hencethe type
of developer) required to use them andin the range
of applications for which they may be used. Figure
6.1 overleaf shows the six main kinds of expert
systemssoftware available, classified according to
these two parameters.

The most basic types of tool are programming
languages such as Lisp and Prolog. They can be
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used to solve any kindof problem, but are suitable
for use only by specialists.
Expert system toolkits or development environments, such as ART, KEE, and KnowledgeCraft,
canalso solve a wide rangeof problems, but canbe
used by a widerrange of developers. Productslike
these require special-purpose hardware but are
very sophisticated and powerful. Increasingly, new
toolkits are becoming available for use with conventional hardware (many on microcomputers,
others on minicomputers, and some on mainframes). Many of these products are just as
sophisticated as those requiring special-purpose
hardware, but their operational performance is not
as good.

With languages or the simpler toolkits, the
developer has to construct the expert systems
framework. The needto dothis has been removed
by the emergenceof general-purpose expert system
shells, which providea ready-made framework that
enables applications to be developed relatively
quickly and withless effort. It was the advent of
microcomputer-based shells that gave expert
systems its great boost between 1984 and today.
Manyof the second-generation shells available now
are more powerful thanthefirst-generation application environments available three years ago.
With the increasing use of Intel 80386 chips in
microcomputers, the performance of shells will
continue to improve. Shells have a narrower range
of application than languages or toolkits, but the
more sophisticated toolkits also incorporate shells.
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The only limitations are that there must be a
sufficient number of cases to represent all the

conditions andthat the case material must contain
all the relevantfactors in orderto allow the correct

and complete rules to be induced. Wherethis case
material is inadequate, many developers use
inductiontools as part of the knowledge-acquisition
process rather thanasthesole basis of the application system. The most prominent example of
an induction tool is Expert-Ease (and its successor Extran) developed by Professor Michie and
marketed by Intelligent Terminals.
Thefinal kind of expert system products are expert
system application packages and application
environments. Expert system application packages
include a basic knowledge base for the subject
domain, and, possibly, a set of inference rules
already developedfor anotherorganisation. These
products are usually based on an expert systems
tool that provides all the user-friendly features
(such as WIMPS)that are nowanessential part of
expert system products.
An application environmentis a cross between a
development environment and an application
package. An example of this type of productis
Parys from Business Information Techniquesin the
United Kingdom. Parys was designedoriginally for
the developmentof applications in the personnel
and administration areas. It now provides a series
of applications-oriented shells that can be used
for drafting contracts, for analysing customer
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requirements, and for administering personnel.
Parysalso provides:

A database package.

A relational query language.
A word processing package.

A report generator.

Application packages and environments have
emerged during the last two years. The suppliers
who responded to our survey gave details of
ten application-package products. We estimate

that in the middle of 1987 there were some 50

such products based on expert systems software
available in Europe, with more becoming available all the time. They are typically priced at
between $10,000 and $100,000. These pricesreflect
marketvalue rather than thecostof producing the
packages.

LIMITATIONS OF CURRENT PRODUCTS
AND TOOLS

Although today s expert system products andtools
can be used to produce worthwhile applications,
they do have somelimitations. However, thefield
of expert systemsis developing rapidly, and many

of thelimitations will be removed within the next
three years or so. There are otherlimitations that
will take longer to remove because they will require

research breakthroughs or because AI researchers
do not take account of the way in which expert
systems will be used in a business-computing
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environment. Thelatter situation meansthatinitial
products and tools are aimed at specialists and

specialist standalone applications, rather than at

general-purpose computing.

One particularly

importantlimitation that will not be removedin the

short term concerns the processof acquiring and
maintaining the knowledge base on which the
expert system is based.
KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION AND REPRESENTATION
DIFFICULTIES

Expert systems are often most needed where there
is a scarcity of experts, which meansthat it is
difficult for them to find thetimefor their expertise
to be acquired in a form that can be used by an
expert system. Moreover, different experts on the
same subject may disagree with each other. And
sometimesthere are disagreements between headoffice experts and practitionersin the field. Some
expert system products now providefacilities such
asblackboardingthat allow experts with different
points of view to share their knowledge. (Blackboardingis described in moredetail in Appendix 2.)

Anotherdifficulty can be caused because experts
are unwilling to cooperate in the development of
an expert system becausetheyfearthat the resulting system will degrade, or eveneliminate, their
jobs. Evenif an expert is willing to contribute to the
developmentof an expert system, he or she may be
reluctantto assist in maintaining and modifying the

system.

Anotherfactor to consider whenselecting expert
system tools is the way in which they represent
the knowledge acquired from the experts. Different knowledge-representation techniques are
suitable for different types of problem. The two
most common methodsare production rules and
frames. In the production-rules method, the
domain knowledgeis represented as a setofrules,
typically in the form:
If Aor B.and.@-.... then Dit «

This formatis similar to that used in many fourthgeneration languages. Whilst the knowledge base
is more easily read and understoodin this form than
inthe frames method, it is very tedious to prepare
the knowledge base using production rules. It is
akin to writing programs before subroutines,
macros, and data divisions were invented. Production rules are more suitable for expert systems
where the knowledge domainis narrow and where
the facts are largely discrete and donotfall into a
hierarchy of classes.

By contrast, the frames methodis a more structured
and useful way of describing the knowledge; it
enables the properties both of knowledge entities
and of logic procedures to be held with those
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entities. The frames methodof representing knowledge is more suitable wherethefacts fall into one
or more hierarchies of classes, such as in the
scientific classification schemes. The method can
be thoughtofas providing a frame of reference that
allows the properties of each logical entity to be
stored in slots in the frame. It also allows
properties to be transferred or inherited from a
higher memberofa class of entities. For example,
cars mayinherit the properties commonto vehicles
(a meansof propulsion, a steering mechanism, a
load-carrying capacity, and so on). When a new
type of vehicle is added to the database it will
automatically inherit the properties common to
vehicles, but not those specific to cars.
Logic procedurescanalso bestored inslots of the
frame. These procedures will be invoked when
certain conditions are triggered. Other slots may
contain pointers or relationships to other frames.
As anyone with data-modellingor entity-modelling
backgroundscansee, the ideas behind the frame
method are very similar to the ideas behind entity
modelling.

Indeed, knowledge engineering and knowledge
bases are sometimes perceived as a natural extension of data modelling and relational databases.
However, the expert systemsfield is at the same
stage of developmentthat the database field was
in the early 1970s. Today, the databasefield is
changingrapidly from beinga craft to being based
on science and engineering. There are now wellestablished theories and methodologies for data
modelling and databases. Equivalent theories and
methodologies for knowledge modelling and
knowledge basesdo notyet exist, although several
research projects are currently investigating these
areas. The most notable oftheseis an Esprit project
(known as KADS) that involves STC and Scicon
fromthe United Kingdom, SCS from Germany, and
the University of Amsterdam. The project is
concerned with knowledge acquisition and
documentation andis described in Appendix 2 on
pages 49 to 50.

In general, the slow but steady convergence between expert systems and relational database
technology may speed up developments in acquiringand storing knowledge. We also coverthis topic
in more detail in Appendix 2.
LIMITED EXPLANATION CAPABILITY

Many of today s products have a limited explanation facility even though thisis often claimed
to bea characteristic feature of expert systems. In
most of today s expert systems, the explanation
facility displays the logic rules (or equivalent) that
were used to reach theresult. If the rules were
written ina natural language then the explanation
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is relatively clear. But if the rules comprise a string
of codes and symbols, a typical user would not be
able to make muchsense of the explanation.
MOSTLIMITATIONS WILL BE REMOVED DURING
THE NEXT THREE YEARS

Mostof today s expert system products and tools
cannotlink to existing data, software, and applications. Although full integration of expert systems
with mainstream data processing will take longer
than three years toachieve, gatewayinterfaces are
already available in some products andtools, and
should be widely available by the end of the 1980s.
Wediscuss the prospects for integrating expert
systems with other typesof information processing
systems morefully in Appendix 2.
Thefollowing limitations arelikely to be overcome
within the next three years:

The processing power of today s microcomputers limits the size and scope of microcomputer-based expert systems, and therefore
makesit impossible to upgrade some experimental systems to operational systems. The
increasing availability of hardware based on
the new Intel 80386 chip will ease this
limitation, allowing larger and moredifficult
problems to be tackled with microcomputerbased systems.
Some applications are useful only if multiple
users in the sameoffice can share them on the
same microcomputer, whichis not currently
possible with most of the systems. Also, most
of the shells and toolkits allow an application
to access only one knowledge base.
Manyofthe advanced development tools can
be used only on specialised AI hardware, as
can the operational versions of the resulting expert systems. Often, it is not practical to
use expensive specialised hardware
for
example, where the system is to be distributed
widely throughout the organisation. In this
situation, it should be possible to run the
expert systems application on a dumb terminal
linked to astandard mainframeor minicomputer, or onastandard business microcomputer.
There willbe anincreasing numberof products
and tools that can be used overthe full range
of hardware (microcomputers to mainframes).
These products will be particularly useful
wherelarge-scale and small-scale versions of
the same basic expert system are required
in different parts of the organisation. An
example of a product that works both on IBM
mainframes and on the PC is AION. It was
developed by ex-IBM employees who became
impatient with the lack of progress of their
work within IBM. The workthey carried out
in IBMis now being marketed by IBM as ESE.
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SELECT PRODUCTS AND TOOLS TO MATCH
THE TYPE OF APPLICATION

Earlier in the report, we identified four expert
system applications areas (see Figure 3.1). Applica-

tions in each area are likely to be developed by
different categories of staff, who will require dif-

ferent types of products andtools. Theresulting
applications will be usedin different environments

and in different ways, and the importanceofthe
operational system s user interface will therefore
vary, depending on the type of application. Toa

large extent, the quality of the userinterface (or the

ergonomics of the operational system) will be
determined by the products and tools used to
develop the system. It is therefore vital to select the
most appropriate products andtools for the particular application type, for the staff who will develop
the system, andfor the quality of the user interface
that will be required. Figure 6.2 summarises these
parameters for each of the four application areas.
They are discussed in more detail below.
INFORMATION SYSTEM APPLICATIONSIN THE
COMMERCIAL/ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

Information system applications in the commercial/
administrative area require developmenttools that
can at least interface, and ideally integrate, with
conventional software. You should thereforeselect
products that are capableofinterfacing or integrating with your teleprocessing monitor, data dictionary, and database managementsystems and with
programs written in ordinary languages such as
Cobol and PL/1. The products should be part of
a comprehensive toolkit so that, for example, a
prototype developed using an expert systemsshell
can easily be rewritten in a lower-level language

such as C (ina Unix environment)orLisp or Prolog.

In some cases, the operational application will
contain a mixture of shell-based code and lowerlevel code, similar to the way fourth-generation
languages are used in many installations today.
Eventually, as expert systemsare integrated more
with mainstream data processing, a complete
system could include expert system subsystems,as
well as others written in fourth-generation and
older languages.

Many of your more important expert system
applications will be run on standard data processing
equipment, not on specialist AI hardware. Some
organisationswill be able to justify using AI hardwarefor experimental purposes, or even as developmenttools. But few organisationswill be able to
justify using specialist AI hardware for systems,

especially if the application is to be distributed

throughout the organisation. The expert systems
software should therefore be able to run on the
complete range of standard hardware.
Thestaff involved in developing this type of expert
system include professional developers from the
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Figure 6.2

Selecting and using expert system products and tools

Expert system tools and developmentstaff for each application area
Importance of

Application area

Tools required

Development staff

user interface*

Information systems

Tools that interface/integrate with
mainstream tools.
Toolkit/environment/required.
Micro/mini/mainframe portability required.

Expert/specialist

Important

Online/realtime

User

Systemsstaff

Plant supplier
Plant operator
In-house expert
Systemsstaff

*The importance of the user interface to some extent determines the tools required.

systems department and the experts whose
knowledgeis being captured by the expert system.
The eventualuserof the expert system also needs
to be involved at the requirements-definition stage
because the experts are seldom goodjudges of what
the end usersreally need. Many organisations that
have developed expert systems in this area are
looking for a complete methodology that starts with
defining the requirements, continues through
acquiring the knowledge about the domain, and
finishes by supporting the design process. Such a
methodology is needed, but it is premature to
specify one at the current stage of developmentof
expert systems. However, the KADSproject (described in Appendix 2) is aiming to develop a
knowledge-engineering methodology.
Theuser-interface requirements of expert systems
in the commercial/administrative area are no
different from those for ordinary mainstream
information systems.
DECISION-SUPPORT OR END-USER COMPUTING
APPLICATIONS IN THE COMMERCIAL/
ADMINISTRATIVE AREA

Expert system applicationsin the decision-support
or end-user computing area are the least demanding in terms of the products and tools required
to develop the system. Usually, microcomputerbased expert system shells are adequate. However,
if the subject area and available case material
are suitable, tools for inducing the knowledgebase rules can be useful, as can tools for dealing
with uncertainty factors or fuzzy logic. (Fuzzy
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logic is the application of mathematical techniques
to quantify the qualitative aspects of human
judgement. Fuzzy logic convertsrelative factors
to quantifiable ones
for example, converting
very high , high , moderate , low , and very
low interest rates to actual percentage points.)
Facilities for downloading data from mainstream
systems for use by the expert system can also

be valuable.

One example of an expert systemsproduct designed
for use in the decision-support area is ICL s Reveal.
This product combines financial and other
modelling techniques with fuzzy iogic. One of the
pioneers in the implementation of fuzzylogic is
Peter Jones, the developer of Reveal, which was
originally available in the United Kingdom on IBM
mainframes through Tymshare. Reveal is now also
available on ICL mainframes. Peter Jones has
formed his own company, Creative Logic, and
has developed the Leonardo family of products.
Leonardo 3 incorporates fuzzy logic and other
uncertainty factors. (A fuller explanation of these
techniques can be foundin the earlier Foundation
Report, No 37, on expert systems.)

Expert systems in the decision-support area are
often developed (and used)by the expert. Alternatively, the system may be developed by a departmental colleague of the expert, in much the same
way as manyother decision-support or end-user
computing applications are developedbythe local
end-user computing expert. However, someone

from the systems department may be involved in
the developmentin an advisory capacity.
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Again, the user interface requirements are no
different from other decision-support or end-user
computing applications.
ONLINE/REALTIME APPLICATIONSIN THE
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL AREA

Online/realtime expert systems in the scientific/
technical area require special developmenttools,
often associated with specialist data-acquisition
devices (such as sensors and transducers) to link
the expert system to process-control machinery.
Moreoften than not, the operating environmentis
hostile, with high temperatures, humidity, and dust

or other contaminants in the air. The staff involved

in developing expert systemsin this area includeinhouse experts, developers from the systems department, staff who operate the process-control
equipment, and representatives of the equipment
suppliers.

The design of the human interface is a crucial aspect
of this type of expert systems application. In the
example of the sinter plants at Broken Hill, the
initial design was extremely sophisticated, withan
Apple Macintosh being usedto display only the data
that was relevant to the particular situation.
However, the operators found the presentation
difficult to assimilate and use. Theyfelt that vital
information was missing, even though in fact they
were being presented with all the relevant data
and with no extraneous data. The system was
redesigned to mimic the strip-charts previously

IN CONCLUSION

In our 1983 report on expert systems, our advice
was that the technology was not yet ready for
widespread commercial implementation. That
situation has now changed. In the past four years
the technology has matured: expert systems are
now an essential technology in some business
sectors, and will soon becomeso in others.
In this report we have shown how expert systems
are being used for a wide range of applications by

most kinds of business. We have identified the

benefits that can be gained from expert systems and

provided advice on how to select and prioritise

potential opportunities for exploiting expert
systems. We have shown howan expert systems
support unit can be set up, and have explained
whatits role is. The final chapter of the report has
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used, but with additional pointers to indicate

critical combinations of threshold values. The

company says that it will probably reincorporate

some of the more sophisticated features in the next
version of the system, once the operators have

become accustomed to the new method of
presentation.

OFFLINE/STANDALONE APPLICATIONSIN THE
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL AREA

Offline/standalone expert systemsin the scientific/
technical area will require the samekindoftools as
online/realtime applications if the main focus ofthe

application is to design a product andtolink the

automatic-design system with an automated
production system.

However,if the application is concerned with fault
diagnosis and field maintenance, the requirements
are less stringent. The main requirementis to
develop expert systems that are portable and
robust and that can run on inexpensive hardware.
The staff involved in the development of expert
systemsin this area include in-house experts, staff
from the systems department, and the designerof
the equipmentbeing designed or maintained.
A gooduserinterface is obviously important for
design applications. It is also important for
maintenance applications, where a good user
interface will facilitate fault diagnosis and
maintenance.

provided guidelines for selecting expert system
techniquesandtools.

The underlying messageof the report is that expert

systems are fast becoming just another facet of
business data processing. Increasingly, expert
systemswill not require specialised and esoteric
hardware; they willrun on conventional computing
equipment ranging from microcomputers to
mainframes. Furthermore, expert system techniques are converging rapidly with mainstream
data processing,particularly with relational database techniques.
Expert systemsare set to become an essential part
of mainstream business data processing.If you have
notyet started to use expert systemsfor operational
applications, nowis the time to do so.
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Appendix 1

Research base and findings

The research carried out for this report covered
users and suppliers of expert systems in Europe, in
the United States, and in the Asia-Pacific region,
including Japan. In addition to interviewing users
and industry experts, we also surveyed suppliers of
expert system products in Europe. Finally, we
madeuse of several other researchers reports and
reviewed a significant portion of the considerable

volumeof publishedliterature. (The bibliography

lists those publications andarticles that particularly
influenced our thinking.)

Figure Al.l1 summarises the user and supplier
research work carried out. The focus group discussions were held in France, in the Netherlands
(attendedalso by representativesof Belgian organisations), and in the United Kingdom. Theresults of
the supplier survey are set out later in this
appendix.

NON-EUROPEAN RESEARCH

Although the bulk of the user research was carried out among European organisations, we also
thoroughly researchedthesituation in the United
States, particularly amongst suppliers and industry
experts. We met with Professor Feigenbaum of
Stanford University, who started work on expert
systems nearly 20 years ago and whois regarded by
many as the father of expert systems, and with
Figure A1.1

representatives from twoother well-known expert

systems research establishments
the Rand
Corporation and Carnegie-Mellon University
(where XCONwas developed). We also talked with
Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC), the research consortium formed by
major US vendors.
We soughtthe viewsof US vendorsthatspecialise
in AI and expert system products, including
Symbolics, Inference Corporation, AI Corporation
(who developed Intellect, the Al-based naturallanguage interface to mainframe databases), Teknowledge, Neuron Data (whose products run onthe
Apple Macintosh and IBM PC), and Carnegie Group,
where John McDermott, the developer of XCON,
now works. Wealso talked with Cigna and Athena,
both of whom have developedsuccessful commercial products; with Xerox Parc, where muchof the
early work on windowing techniques and the use
of amouse was carried out and where Smalltalk and
the InterLisp specialist hardware were developed;
with Relational Technology, to seek that company s
views on the convergenceof database and knowledge-base technology; and with Cullinet, where
we explored the convergence of expert systems
software with conventional software.

Wealso visited ICOTin Japanto hearatfirst hand
about developments in the fifth-generation

Summary of user and supplier research carried out

Type of research

Face-to-face interview

23

2

25

3

12

15

*Excluding the 20 suppliers that responded to our supplier questionnaire survey
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Figure A1.2

Research base andfindings

Results of three surveys of the state of
development of expert systems

Butler Cox survey of 104 Foundation members, covering 155 applications (January/February 1987)
10%
Notyet
started

research programme. In Japan, we were given

access to two Japanese surveys(onecarried out by

ICOT,the other by JIPDEC) about theuse of, and
attitudes towards, expert systems.

MEMBERS RESPONSESTOINITIAL
QUESTIONNAIRE

13%
Operational

At the beginningof the research, we sent a short

questionnaireto all Foundation members, seeking

15%

Considering

their views about expert systems and their

involvement with them. Wereceived 104replies,

several of which included copies of in-house
material that provided very useful input to our

research.
62%
Pilot/
experimental/

developing

Pactel survey of 257 UK companies (March 1987)
13%

Operational

32%
Not yet

Started

25%

Pilot/

fexperimental/
developing
30%
Considering

JIPDEC survey of 203 Japanese companies, covering
235 applications (April 1986)
5%

Operational

30%
Not yet
started

Figure Al.2 showsthe status of expert system
activities amongst the 104 members that responded. The figure showsthat, early in 1987, 75 per
cent were already actively involved with expert
systems. For comparison purposes, Figure A1.2 also
shows the results of two other surveys
one
carried out in March 1987 in the United Kingdom
by Pactel and Business Computing and Communications magazine, and the other in April 1986
in Japan by JIPDEC. Theresults of both of these
other surveysare broadly similar, but they show
that the companies surveyed are not as advanced
in using expert systems as are Foundation members
(only 38 per centin the Pactel survey wereactively
Figure A1.3
Hardware

Expert systems hardware and software
used by 104 Foundation members

Specialised
Miiicomputers

=

es 2

nom:

number of
members

20%

Pilot/

experimental/
developing

Expert systems

shell

45%

Considering

40

0

10

20

30.

«40

50

numberof
members

60

Note: Some members reported the use of more than one
type of hardware and/or software
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Figure A1.4

Expected impact of expert systems
on the business in the next three years

Not relevant Sas

| Usefull
Crucial

0
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ae
30

Paris 1/45.83.73.00

Neuron Data 97 Rue d Areau, 75014 Parise

1/45.89.81.43

Germany

40

50

60

% of
respondents

Key: mmm Butler Cox survey of 104 Foundation members
lm Pactel survey of 257 UK companies

involved). However, both surveys included a
higher proportion of smaller companies than did
our Foundation member survey. Also, the Japanese
survey was carried out nearly a year before our
survey, and we would not be at all surprised to find
that the situation has since changed in Japan.
Figure Al.3 shows the type of hardware and
software being used for expert systems by
Foundation members. More thanhalf of those with
expert system projects are using expert system
shells and microcomputers. Specialised AI
hardwareis being used byless thansix per cent of
the respondents.
Figure Al.4 showsthe perceived impact of expert
systems reported by the respondents both to our
survey and to the Pactelsurvey. We were surprised
to see that only nine per cent of Foundation
respondents thought that expert systems would be
crucial to the businessin the next three years, and
that five per cent thought they would not be
relevant at all. By contrast, 24 per cent of the
respondents to the Pactel survey thought that
expert systems would be vital to their business,
although 22 per cent thought they would have no
impact at all. It is interesting to compare these
findings with the results of our supplier survey (see
below), where 16 per cent of the respondents
believed that expert systems would be crucial to
their customers businesses and only six per cent
said that expert systems would haveno impact.

EXPERT SYSTEM SUPPLIERS AND PRODUCTS
IN EUROPE

Between February and April 1987, we sent a
questionnaire to 80 organisations that supply
expert system products in Europe. The 20 organisations that replied are listed in Figure A1.5,
together with their addresses and telephone numbers.
The majority of them (11) had beenin businessfor
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France

Expert system suppliers that responded

to our survey

Cognitech 167 Rue de Chevaleret, 75013

|
¥

Figure A1.5
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Brainware GmbHVoltastrasse 5, 1000 Berlin 65

06121-372011

IntelliCorp GmbH Rosenheimerstrasse_143a,
D-8000 Miinchen 80
089-414361
InterFace Computer GmbH

D-8000 Munchen 2
08951-0860

_Garmischerstrasse4/V,

The Netherlands

Lithp Systems BV PO Box 65, 1200 AB Landsmeer

029-084623

United Kingdom

Artifical Intelligence Ltd Intelligence House,
62-78 Merton Road, Watford WD1 7BY
0923-47707

Business Information Techniques 20-26 Campus Road,
Bradford BD7 1HR
0274-736766
Computer Research Systems Ltd 5 Bridge Street,
Bishop s Stortford, Herts CM23 2JU
0279-506717

Creative Logic Ltd Brunel Science Park, Kingston Lane,
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 3PQ.
0895-70244
Expert Systems International 9 Westway,
Oxford OX2 OJB
0865-242206

ICL Arndale House, Arndale Centre, Mavens? M4 SAR
061-833-9111
Intelligent Applications Ltd Kirkton Business
Soave
Kirk Lane, Livingston Village, West Lothian EH54 7AY

0506-410242

IntelligentEnvironments Ltd Northumberland House, _

15-19 Petersham Road, Bore Suey TvAG Cue
- 01-940-6333
Intelligent Terminals Ltd George House,
36 North Hanover Street, Glasgow G1 2AD

041-552-1353

isi 11 Oakdene Road, Redhill, surrey RH1 6BT
0737-71327

Software Architecture andSeas Sussex Suite,
City Gates, 2-4 Southgate, Chichester,
West Sussex PO19 2DJ
0243-789310

Systems Designers plc Pembroke House,
_ Pembroke Broadway, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3XD
0276-686200

Telecomputing 244 Barners Road , Oxford OX4 3RW
0865-777755

The Vanilla Flavor Company6 St ClementsStreet,
Winchester $0238HN
0962-68428
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between twoandfive years, and five of them had
beenin businessfor five years or more. Twelve of
them employedless than 20 professional staff and
only one employed more than 80. Thus, they are
small businesses by general standards, but about
the average size for software houses.
Excluding one supplier that also provided hardware, just over half of their aggregate revenue
camefrom softwaresales. The overall breakdown

stations, including Unix-based technical workstations such as the Sun, although there wereonly
slightly more of these than products designed to
run on minicomputers. Only six of the products
were designed to run on mainframes. Figure Al.7

provides detailed breakdown of the hardwarerequired for the 79 products.

Software sales

55 per cent

The dominance of microcomputer-based products
was even more pronounced whenthe applications
base of the 79 products was analysed. Of the 4,000
orso applications reported by the suppliers, 80 per
cent were based on microcomputers.

Consultancy, training,
and other

20 per cent

aboutthe future hardware requirements for expert

of revenue sources was:

Applications development

25 per cent

Thus,users are spending almost as much onservices
as on products, underlining the shortage of expert
system skills in the user community.
PRODUCTS SUPPLIED

Between them, the 20 suppliers provided 79
different products, 35 of which were expert system
shells (see Figure A1.6). Expert system application
packages havebeenintroducedonly recently, and
mostof the products are less than a year old. They
are usually introduced by generalising a bespoke
system developedfor particular customer. Of the
remaining products, nearly three-quarters are no

more than three yearsold.

HARDWARE REQUIRED TO RUN PRODUCTS

Thirty-four of the 79 software productsare available for microcomputers, mainly the IBM PC or
compatibles. The next largest category of products
were those designed to run on specialist workFigure A1.6

Eightof the suppliers provideduswith their views

systems. All of them expected more powerful PCs
to be used, together with advanced workstations
(like the Sun), rather than specialist Lisp machines.
Products aimed at Lisp machines are expected to
be phased out as the capability of Unix-based

workstations increases. As with other PC-based

tools, the suppliers expected there to be a need to
link expert system products with systems running
on mainframes and superminicomputers.
PRODUCT PRICES

It is not surprising that PC-based products are the
most popular theycost significantly less than the
Figure A1.7

Hardware required to run expert system
products reported in our supplier survey

Type of hardware required
IBM/PC

Types of expert system products
provided by suppliers responding to our

survey

Type of product

Expert system shell

Minicomputers

Expert system development
environments
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Figure A1.8

Prices of 79 expert system products
reported in our user survey

Number of products

30

Research base and findings

reporting 2,500 projects (also mostly in the United

States).

Theresults of analysing the user organisations by
industry sector are shownin Figure A1.9 overleaf,
which showsthe breakdownforall organisations
and for those in Europe. The Europeanpercentage
breakdownis very similar to that for all organisations.

Wealso analysedthe applications using the HayesRoth classification of expert systems (diagnosis,
design, advice, planning, monitoring, repair, prediction, and other). The results are shownin Figure
A1.10 overleaf. The largest class is diagnosis systems, followed by design.

Figure Al.11 analyses the applications according to
size, measuredin terms of the numberof rules (or
equivalent). The majority of projects have between
500 and 1,000 rules, although there are more than
500 projects with at least 5,000 rules (however,
two-thirds ofthese large projects were reported by
just one supplier).
STAGE OF APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

other types of product. Figure Al.8 shows the
distribution of the prices for the 79 products
reported to us. The products cover a wide range of
prices, with most being in the range $5,000 to
$100,000. Analysing the price of products by the
type of hardware required to run them shows that:

Forty per cent of PC-based productscostless
than $1,000; noneof the other products were
that inexpensive.

Lisp-based products cost $10,000 or more, as
do half the mainframe products; only 10 per
cent of PC-based products cost that much.

USER AND APPLICATIONS BASE

In total, the 20 suppliers had provided their
products to more than 6,000 user organisations,
although half these (mostly in the United States)
were reported by one supplier. Only 4,400
application projects were reported, however,
which seems to imply that some organisations
purchase the products and do not use them. The
reasonfor the discrepancyis that the users do not
inform the suppliers of all of the uses being made
of their products. Again, one supplier dominated,
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Weaskedthe suppliers in our survey what stage of
developmentapplicationsbuilt with their products
had reached. Their responses corresponded with
the data we gathered from userorganisations and
confirmed that most of the projects are at the
development or pilot/experimental stage (see
Figure A1.12). For the purpose of comparison, the
figure sets out the equivalent Japanese data from
the JIPDEC survey.
INTEGRATION WITH MAINSTREAM DATA
PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Six of the 20 suppliers rated the needto integrate
mainstream data with expert systems ascrucially
important to the successful operational use of
expert systems. And seven of them believed that
full implementation of major expert systems
required significant organisational change. We
asked the suppliersto classify the applications for
which their products were being used according to
their level of integration with mainstream data
processing systems. The results are shownin Figure
A1.13. A surprisingly high proportion (25 per cent)
are already embeddedin mainstream systems, and
a further third have some type of link with
mainstream systems.
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Figure A1.11

Organisations using expert systems
products, by industry sector
All
organisations

Industry sector

1,200

Education and research

European
organisations

20

Transport and
communications

390

5
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Most expert systems have between50,
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(Source: More than 5,000 applications reported by the 20
suppliers that responded to our survey)
Figure A1.12

Stages of development of expert system
applications
Butler Cox
survey

Stage of development
Operational

Figure A1.10

More than half of expert systems are
used for diagnosis or design
applications
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Appendix 2

Future developments in expert systems

In this appendix, wehighlight the developmentsin
the field of expert systems that we believe will
impact on the businessuse of expert systems over
the next five years. The developments fall into four
main areas: the trend towardsintegrating expert
systems with mainstream data processingapplications; the likely convergence of knowledge bases
with relational databases; hardware developments:
that will improve the operational performance of
expert systems; and improvementsin knowledgeacquisition techniques.

INTEGRATION WITH MAINSTREAM
DATA PROCESSING
The majority of the expert system productsavailable
today are not able to interface with conventional
software. However, most of the suppliers that
responded to our survey, and most of those we
talked with, are awareof the needto integrate their
products with mainstream software and applications and are working towardsthis goal.
With the exception of specialist hardware-based
products (such as KEE, ART, and Knowledge
Craft), the few products and suppliers that today
provide some form of interface to mainstream
systemsinclude:
Top-One, from Telecomputing.
Guru, from MDBS.

Parys, from Business Information Techniques.

Leonardo, anew product from Creative Logic.

Expert 2000, a recent joint development between Thorn EMI and Helix Expert Systems.

The products based onspecialist hardware provide
an expert systems environment together with a
variety of tools. Their origins are firmly in the AIresearch community, but they are being enhanced
to provide more conventional softwarefacilities
and interfaces. For instance, there is now version
of KEE (called PC Host) that operates on a PC, and
IntelliCorp (the suppliers of KEE) recently
announced two new products: Connection, for
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downloading data from mainframe databases for
use in an expert system; andIntelliscope, which
provides an end-user front end to mainframe
databases.

Thus, the general trendis for suppliersof specialist
expert system products to evolve their products so
they can interwork with mainstream data processing applications and software. This trend is
mirrored by the established system and software
houses, whorealise that there will be a continuing
need for expert system products and that expert
systems offer them a business opportunity. For
example, MSA, the world s biggest software house,
recently declared that its future products will
incorporate knowledge-based features. In
particular, MSA s data dictionary product, called
Information Expert (which is not an expert system)
is being provided with expert system front ends for
the built-in fourth-generation language.

Another exampleis Cullinet s Application Expert
product, whichis designedto be usedfor the rapid
developmentof applications. The main features of
Application Expert are that:

Itcanbe integrated with the current systems
environment.

Its applications can access and update
conventional databases by using the EXL
language.

Itprovidesaccess to the most popular database

management systems on Vax computers and
IBM mainframes.

It is built to run in a transaction-processing
environment.
It allows expert system procedures to be

embedded in conventional software.
Finally, we use Telecomputing s Top-Onetoillustrate the type of expert system features webelieve
will become commonplace within the next five
years for general information systems applications,
such as major transaction-processing and databaseoriented systems.

In addition to providing features similar to those
of Application Expert, Top-One can handle a
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Future developments in expert systems

Telecomputing s Top-One handles a wide range of concurrentrelationships

Top-One
fourth-generation
language program

Cobol or PL/1

program

Database

Many

Knowledge base

One

widerange of concurrentrelationships (see Figure

A2.1).

A user can access, through the same application
system, any combination of a Cobol (or PL/1)
program, a program written in Top-One s built-in
fourth-generation language, or a Prolog program.
Eachof these programscanitself be accessed by
manyconcurrentusers. And each of the programs
can access the same knowledge base, and the Cobol
(or PL/1) program can concurrently access multiple
knowledge bases and multiple conventional databases. Furthermore, a knowledge base can be
accessed by.more than one program of each of the
three types. Finally, there can be many-to-many
links between knowledge bases and conventional
databases.
Top-Oneacts as the master control program and
runs under CICS on IBM hardware or its own
transaction-processing monitor (TPS) on ICL
machines. The structure of an application system
built with Top-Oneis shownin Figure A2.2 overleaf. The PACE (Programming and Consulting Environment) element shownin thefigureis similar
toan expert system shell. Top-Oneis designed with
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Prolog
program

all the recovery andintegrity features associated
with moderntransaction-processing databasesoftware. It also provides measuresof the processing
and inferencing loads andofthe levels of access to
the database and knowledgebase, so that the developer can easily tune the application system,
either by replacing PACE procedures with Prolog
routines and fourth-generation routines with Cobol
procedures, or by reorganising the database and the
knowledgebase.
Atthe time we spoke with Telecomputing (March
1987) there were four main users of Top-One:
A property company had used Top-Oneto
build an application to bill the tenants in a
shopping mall.

Anengineering firm had used Top-One to

archive the rarely used skills required for
preparingcertain international tenders.

public utility had developed a quantitysurveyingapplication.

An equipment-rental firm had built applications for calculating sales commission, for
planning, and for modelling the future performanceof the business.
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Future developments in expert systems

Structure of an application built with Top-One

Screen

T

Cobol-caller
program

Top-One ;

fourth-generation
language program

=

PACE* shell

(includes Prolog
program)

Top-One
interpreter

-

Called Cobol
program

Database

*PACE = Programming and Consulting Environment

We believe that future expert systems software
designed for the development of information
systemswill look remarkablylike Top-One.

CONVERGENCEOF RELATIONAL
DATABASES AND KNOWLEDGE BASES

There is an obvioussimilarity betweenrelational
databases and knowledge bases. Advanced database systemsinclude a datadictionary that contains
a data schema or definitions of the data
comprising definitions of entities, attributes, and
relationships. Expert systems include a knowledge base thatdefines facts (equivalentto entities
and attributes) and the rules equivalent to
relationships) for using the facts. Advanced
dictionary products, such as ICL s DDS, contain a
process model that describes the businesstransaction process. In the future, knowledgeencyclopaedia products are likely to contain a
knowledge-base schema wherethe process model
describes the problem solving-process. Furthermore, the statements in a typical relational data-
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Knowledge

base

base-access language, such as SQL, resemble an
expert system s rule.

The similarities are not surprising because both
relational database theory and logic programming
(the basis of rule-based expert systems) havetheir
roots in predicate calculus, a branch of mathematics andlogic. For a more learned and thorough
treatmentofthe similarity between expert systems
and relational databases, we refer you to a paper
by Professor Nijssen of the University of Queensland, Australia. Professor Nijssen has for many
years been deeply involved with defining standards
for conceptual schema. In general, the academic
world is showingincreasing interestin this topic,
s
anda recentissue of the British Computer Society
ic
academ
l
severa
bed
descri
in
Computer Bullet
research projects on expert database systems. (The
relevant papersarelisted in the bibliography at the
endof the report.)

There are also several government-sponsored

projects investigating the relationships between
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expert systems and relational databases. In the
United Kingdom, an Alveyproject called CARDS
(conceptual andrelational database server) brings
together Reading University, the GeneralElectric
Company (GEC), and the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund. CARDSis aiming to merge the two currently
disparate concepts of knowledge base and database. The university supplies the intellectual input
through Professor Tom Addis, whois no stranger
to the databasefield. Some years ago he worked on
the CAFSproject in ICL. GEC providesthe technical
research and developmentcapability and is using
the InmosTransputerto create a parallel search
engine that incorporates the conceptual model of
the knowledge/data. Finally, the Imperial Cancer
Research Fund provides a large database of research data that could hold the key to causes and
cures for various kinds of cancer.

In France, Esprit project 1133 is being led by
Sagem. Other partners in the project include Agusta
(Italy), ARS (Italy), INRIA (France), Simulgo
(France), and CRIL (France). The aim ofthe project
is to implement a knowledge-base processing
machinethat incorporates an advanced modelfor
integrating database and knowledge-base
managementsystems. The first step is to extend the
Sabrerelational database model to support the rules
and concepts required for knowledge representation. Next, a functional and operational
architecture of the proposed system will be
developed. Finally, a modelwill be developed of the
waysin whichthefacts and rules can be accessed.
Theproject is scheduled to last for three years and
has a budgetof about $4 million.

Several suppliers are also beginning to work on
linking relational-database and knowledge-base
systems. We havealready touched upon Cullinet s
Application Expert, which interfaces with itsIDMS
database, and mentioned IntelliCorp s KEE
Connection, which connects an expert system with
SQL. Telecomputing s Top-One has a similar link.
Recently, Intelligent Terminals and Concurrent
Computer announced that they have developed a
software tool, code-named Reliance Expert, that
integrates Concurrent s Reliance relational database system with Intelligent Terminal s Extran.
(Extran inducesthe rules for an expert system from
case material.) One planned application of Reliance
Expert is to identify faults in NASA s spacecraft
rocket engines from engine-test data, where a
single test produces 50M bytesoftest data (sofar,
there have been 1,400 enginetests). The relational
database willbe used to organise and hold the data
in an easy-to-handle form.
In the United States, Relational Technology s
Michael Stonebraker and colleagues at the University of California, Berkeley, are working on the
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integration of expert systemsandrelationaldatabases. The approach adoptedis to combinethedata
and rules into a single base, andfor applicationsto
access the data-and-rules base through a databaseand-rules manager. The workis partly funded by

the National Science Foundation and theUS Navy.

Relational Technology s main productis Ingress,
which competes with Oracle as the market leader
for relational databases. The code nameof thenew

project is Postgres (short for Post Ingress). As well

as handlingan integrated data and knowledge base,
Postgres will also provideobject-oriented management and programmingfeatures.

We believe that by about 1991/92, research and
developmentactivities in the area of integrating
expert systemswith relational databaseswill result
in commercially available products.

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENTSTO IMPROVE
EXPERT SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE

The inferencing techniques used by expert systems
are very inefficient when they are run on conventional data processing hardware. We predict
that, within the next three years, two hardware
developmentswill have a dramatic impacton the
operational efficiency of expert systems.

The first is the emergence of reasonably priced
parallel-processing architectures that can be used
to processlogic programsorrulesin parallel. These
hardware developments are very much atthe heart
of the Japanesefifth-generationproject.

The architectures of ICL s DAP(distributed array
processor) and the Inmos Transputer are forerunners of the kinds of inexpensive parallelprocessing hardware thatwill be used for expert
systemsin the early 1990s. (A new company has
been formed to exploit the DAP, and it has
announced that the product will soon be able to
operate in a Vax environment.) The trend can be
seen from productsthatare alreadyavailable. Gold
Hill Computers has a concurrent version ofits
Common Lisp for use with Intel s IPSC Hypercube family of multiprocessors; Bolt Beranack &
Newmanhasits Butterfly machine; and Thinking
Machines Corporation provides its Connection
Machine. All of these productsarepriced at a small
fractionof the typical multimillion-dollar price of
a Cray supercomputer.

The second hardware developmentthat will improve the performance of expert systemsis the
ability to search data files in parallel. Early
examples of such equipmentinclude the Britton
Lee database engine, Teradata s DBC, and ICL s
CAFS (content addressable file store) disc
controller.
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Appendix 2
IMPROVED KNOWLEDGE-ACQUISITION
TECHNIQUES

One of the main bottlenecks in developing an
expert system is the process of acquiring the
knowledge thatwill be used to build a knowledge
base. We now describe a research project and three
other developments associated with knowledge
engineering that we believe will help to ease the
bottleneck within the next five years.
A RESEARCH PROJECT TO DEVELOP
KADS
A KNOWLEDGE-ENGINEERING METHODOLOGY

At present, thereis no generally accepted methodology for acquiring the knowledge to be stored in
a knowledge base. However, there are several
research groupsinvestigating this area, including
Esprit Project 1098 (sometimescalled the KADS
project). This five-year, 80-man-yearproject began
in September 1985. The project staff come from
STC, Scicon, and the Polytechnic of the South Bank
inthe United Kingdom, from CapSogetiin France,
from the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands, and from SCS GmbH in West Germany.

The aim ofthe projectis to provide automatedtools
for the development of expert systems. By the
middle of 1987, a methodology for knowledge
acquisition had been developed, together witha
prototype tool for automating the methodology.
(KADSis actually the nameofthat prototype, but
the nameis used to refer the whole project.) The
developmentof the prototype represents the end
of thefirst half of the project. The secondhalf isto
provide tools thatassist in the design process itself.
Figure A2.3 showsthe three stagesof the knowledgeengineering process: problem analysis for which
the KADSprototype is the tool; design whichis
currently being researchedbythe project team; and
whichalreadyis supported by a
development
commercially available tools.
of
growing number

The KADSproject started with the problem-solving
modelling concepts developed by the cognitive
psychology department at the University of
Amsterdam and combinedthese with the concepts
of systems life-cycle process modelling and data
modelling. The net result is a set of concepts
describing a four-layer knowledge model, which
are similar to the concepts of data modelling:

Domain definition, whichis equivalent to the
entity model.

Inference map, whichis similar to the processentity linkage model.

Task description, which is equivalent to the
process model.

Problem-solving strategy description, which
has no equivalent in today s data models.
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Wenowdescribe in more detail the only element
of knowledge modelling that has noparallel in
data modelling
the problem-solving strategy
description.

An expert system uses a knowledge base in two
main ways to arrive at a conclusion
forward
chaining and backward chaining. Forward chaining
is used wherethereis a large body of evidence that
is used by the expert system to arrive at a conclusion. For example, givenall the facts relevant to
an application for a business loan, an expert system
could come up with an answerof yes , no , or no
recommendation . The inferencing technique used
here would be that of forward chaining working
from the given facts to the correct answer.

By contrast, backward chaining works backwards
from nominated answers (or goals , to use the

correct technical term), and the system tests the

givenfactsto see if any of the nominated answers
fit. This methodis most useful wherethereis a large
number of possible answers, but not all the
information is available to start with. Such
situations typically occur in scientific research,
wherethere are dozens of working hypotheses
forinstance, whether asample of seismic readings
indicates or excludes the presence of certain
minerals. The advantage of backward chaining is
that many of the nominated answers can be
rejected by the presence or absence of a few key
facts.

In many problem-solving situations, it would be
useful to have an expert system that could start
with backward chaining to see if the answer can
be obtained quickly, but that would, after some
dead ends, switch to forward chaining with asubset
of the known facts. Thesolution foundin this way
would then be tested against the complete facts
by backward chaining, beginning the whole process
again. Eventually the iterations through backward
chaining and forward chaining would either
converge to provide an answer to the problem or
would indicate the need for further evidence (or
facts). Such a process is termed a problem-solving
strategy, and the KADS prototype is able to model
this process.

n
The KADS prototype runs on a Sun workstatio
used
been
has
It
g.
Prolo
us
with Unix, C, and Quint
for at least two projects in STC and ICL (which is
to be
now partof STC). Thefirst project was found
have
too complex for KADS, and, in fact, would
been too complex for today s expert systems
t
software. However, without KADS, the projec
or
stage
n
desig
the
to
eded
would have proce
developmentstage before this was discovered. The
second project concerns support for operators in
the multilayer circuit-board production plant. The
knowledge model was completed during thefirst
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Knowledge engineering and the KADSproject
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Userenvironment

development

Specific tools
and environment

I
Vv

Design of solution

(Source: Hayward et al

Specifics of tools

STC/Esprit: KADS Project)

half of 1987, and the project has now proceeded to
the design stage.

The advantage of KADSis that the knowledge

model is independent of the way in which the
expert system is designed and implemented. This
independence is achieved because KADS

formalises the understanding of knowledge by

creating separate viewsof thefacts (in the domaindefinition layer), of the rules aboutusing the facts
(in the inference-maplayer), of the business procedures(in the task-description layer) and of the
control mechanisms(in the strategy-description
layer). By doing this, KADS formalises the best
practices of knowledge engineering, just as in the
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General technique

1970s entity modelling formalised the best practices

of database analysis and development.

Although it is too early to say whether KADSwill

lead to commercially viable products, or even

whether it will gain universal acceptanceas entity
modelling has done, it is nevertheless a major step
forward in the practical application of knowledge

engineering.

BLACKBOARDING

Oneofthe difficulties in acquiring the knowledge

to load into a knowledgebase is that it is some-

timesdifficult to get the experts to agree among
themselves. A technique that is used to enable
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experts at least to be aware of each other s views

will be greater than the sum of the individuals
expertise.

several experts who have different perspectives on

FUZZY LOGIC

is blackboarding. The blackboarding technique
allows an electronic blackboard to be shared by

aparticular area of expertise. Blackboardingis an
extension both of the computer-conferencing

techniques of the early 1980s and of the more
recent electronic-mail techniques. Experts
communicate through the blackboard, which is
structured and hence can be used to add meaning
to the discourse. A few expert system products
(ARTfor example) include blackboardingfacilities.
During our focus-group discussions we heard about
anovel extension of the blackboarding technique.
Several financial institutions in the United
Kingdom are considering clubbing together to
develop an investmentdealing-room blackboarding
system (see Figure A2.4). What is interesting about
this particularinitiative is that instead of human
experts with different perspectives, the inputs will
come from other systems (such as Reuters and
London s International Stock Exchange Topic
financial information system). At the same time,
previously developed specialised
advisory
systems (some of which may be expert systems) will
obtain information from the blackboard and
contribute to it. The advisory systemscontributing
to the blackboard will include systems that
recommend buy orsell decisions, portfolio management systems, foreign-exchange dealing
systems, and so on. The user will access the composite information (as well as the component
details) from the blackboard, thereby obtaining the
best possible advice.
Theusersof this system will themselvesbe experts
in a specific field
some in equities (stocks and
shares), some in governmentbonds, andothersin
foreign-exchange or money markets. The blackboard will enable them to pool their expertise in the
belief that the resulting dealing-room knowledge
Figure A2.4

Fuzzy logic is concerned with converting qualitative values (high, low, very low, and so on) to
likely numeric values. Thus, fuzzy logic could be
used to convert an input that said high level of
inflation to a specific percentage increase. The
conversionis carried out by usinga function curve
that specifies the likelihood of a specific rate of
inflation being regarded as high (see Figure A2.5).
Even though several expert system products
incorporate fuzzy logic, the technique has not been
put to muchuse. Onepossible reason for the lack
of use of fuzzy logic may be that qualitative values
are converted manually before they are entered
into an expert system. At our UK focus-group
discussion we heard about anotherpossible reason.
In the work that Touche Rosshas carried out on
expert systems, it has tried to apply fuzzy logic
where appropriate. In its experience, the single
curve used to convert qualitative to quantitative
values is not very useful in practice because it
modelsa static situation. In the example given in
Figure A2.5, asingle curve would besufficientif the
rate of inflation never changed. In practice, however, people s perception of whetherinflation is
high or low is influenced by whetherthe previous
level of inflation has been very high or very low. In
other words, people s perceptionsare influenced
by their immediate past experiences. If inflation
has beenhigh, people will only acceptthatit is low
whenit has dropped substantially. Similarly, if
inflation has been low, it will only be generally
recognised as being high once it has increased
substantially.

Touche Rossbelievesthat the fuzzy logic function
curve should be extendedto contain two elements
(see Figure A2.6), one for when the trend in the

Example of an investment dealing room blackboarding system
Specialised
advisory systems*

Information

sources

loc a >

Reuters < Ss >
Othe

<

<_

_>

Electronic

blackboard
_a

<< Ss Sell advice

iE > Buy advice

I > Portfolio management

> Foreign exchange dealing
> Other

* The advisory systems may be conventional systems or expert systems
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attribute being modelled is downwards, and one for
whenit is upwards. Thus, the fuzzy logic calculations will need to take accountof the historic values
(of inflation, for example) and whetherthe trend

is up or down.

We believe that extending fuzzy logic to take
accountof these factorswill allow the technique to
model human expertise more realistically and
enable it to be used for a widerrange of problems.
ANALOGOUS REASONING

In 1985, researchers at Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corporation (MCC)in Austin,
Texas, began a ten-yearproject (called CYC) aimed
at overcoming knowledge-acquisition bottlenecks.
CYC will make use of analogous reasoning, which
is used when people try to apply knowledge and
experience acquiredin one domain to a totally different domain by drawing analogies. For example,
expertise in military strategy and tactics might be
applied to the treatment of diseases by drawing
analogies between the two domains. Theline of
reasoning might be:
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Medical treatment is analogous to warfare
against disease.
Bacteria can be thought of as the enemy.
Aninfection is an invasion by bacteria.

Thus, containing a disease is similar to containing the enemy.

Drugs are the weapon to contain the enemy.

Resistance to drugs can be thought of as
countermeasures by the enemy.

The analogy could be extended furtherto include
conceptslike infiltration and subversion, or even
to applying the ancient military maxim of making
friends with the enemy s enemy.

Thus, if there is an established knowledgebase for
one domain, it should be possible to apply it in an
analogous wayto another domain. If the CYC project is successful, the technique of analogous
reasoning could be applied to exploring, teaching,
problem-solving, and to new theory formulation
which would represent a major breakthrough in
knowledge engineering.
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Glossary of expert system terms

Algorithm
A clearly defined step-by-step procedure in computation, suchas that usedfor finding squareroots.
Artificial intelligence
The branch of computer science concerned with
the development of machines that can reason,
understand humanlanguage and speech, recognise
the physical world around them through vision
systems, move aroundthe world, and solve difficult
problems
machines that can, in other words,
mimic the things that make humans appear
intelligent.

Backward chaining or goal-driven reasoning

(see also Forward chaining)

Reasoning from a conclusionor goal back through
a set of rules to see whether the rules and facts
available do lead to that conclusion.

Blackboarding
A system for allowing two or more experts to
cooperate by posting messagesto each other onan

electronic blackboard . Used in complex realtime

expert systems.

Certainty factors
A methodusing probability parameters within rules
for handling inexact information. The probability
represents the expert s level of confidence that the
rule is correct.
Cognitive science
A general term covering all those branches of
science concerned withthe study of understanding,
including artificial intelligence, psychology, and
linguistics.
Cognitive psychology
The study of how the human mind understands.
Combinatorial explosion
The extremely large number of ways that a small
numberof eventscan beselected and/or sequenced.
For example, fourdifferent items can be sequenced
in 24 ways; ten itemsin 3,628,800 ways; 20 items
in 2.4 trillion ways.
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Forward chaining or data-driven reasoning (see

also Backward chaining)

Reasoning forward from facts andrules to see what
conclusions they lead to.

Frames
A construct in a knowledge base that can accommodate a range of information about an object.
Frames hold knowledge in structures rather than
as rules. Some frame-based systems divide knowledgeinto classes and subclasses
for example
ships, steamships, sailing ships, ketches, sloops, and
so on. Properties of classes can be inherited by
subclasses, which reduces the data-input
requirement when building a knowledge base.

Fuzzy logic
A methodfor handling inexact informationin the
form of non-numeric (value) judgements by
quantifying approximate probabilities such as
quitelikely or very high .

Heuristics
Rules of thumb. The rules of expertise, good
practice, and knowledgeofthefield.

Induction
Reasoningfrom specific instances to a general rule,
deriving a rule from examples.

Inference
The process of reaching conclusions through
applyinglogic.

Inference engine
The computer program in an expert system that
worksout the logical consequencesof the rules and,
sometimes, controls the whole operation of the

system.

Inference mechanism
The strategy thatis used by the inference engine of
an expert system to deduce conclusions from the
knowledge base.

Inheritance

The process by which properties of classes are
passed downto subclasses
used in frame-based
expert systems.
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Knowledge acquisition
The process of assembling and structuring the
knowledge of a domain from oneor more experts.

Knowledge base
The information held in data files in an expert

system that constitutes its domain expertise.

Knowledge-based systems
Computer systemsthatconsist of large amounts of
knowledge rather than algorithms; another term
for expert systems.
Knowledge engineering
Theprocessof building a knowledge-based system
in cooperation with a human expert; corresponds
to analysis, design, and programming in conventional computing.

Knowledge representation
The method used for storing knowledge in the
knowledge baseof an expert system. It can be inthe
form of rules, frames, semantic networks, or other
representations.

Lisp
A computer programming language commonly used
for expert systems work. It is designed for list
processing
the manipulation of text held in
structurescalled lists . Lisp is the preferred expert
systemslanguage in the United States.
Logic programming
Programming an expert system by expressingfacts,
relationships, and rules in logic statements.

Natural-language processing
Ways for computers to handle humanlanguage
for example, accepting instructions in ordinary
English rather than in a programming language.
Object
A package of information in a knowledge base,
generally corresponding to some real-world concept or entity, whose attributes and relationships
with other objects can be extended and manipulated as part of the inference process.

Object-oriented programming
A technique in which entities in the real world are
represented as independent objects that send
messages to each other. In a radar system, for
example, the aeroplaneis one object and the clouds
are another, and the radarsignals are the messages.

Paradigm
An exampleor pattern of a way of thinking or of
generating knowledge. Usually used as a term for
the reasoning mechanism of the inference engine.

Predicate calculus
A form of logic
a formal language of symbol
structures used for symbol manipulation; relevant
to symbolic processing. Predicate calculusis the
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basis of logic programmingand relational database
theory.

Production rule
The formal namefor the type of rule commonly
used in expert systems, of the form if (some
condition) then (some conclusion).

Prolog
A logic programming language. Prolog is a highlevel language capable of manipulating symbols and
symbolstructures, while providing extendedfacilities for expressing knowledge and using knowledge
in a reasoning process. Prolog is the preferred
expert systems language in Europe and Japan.
Rule
A statement about a deduction that can be made
froma given item of information, possibly embodying heuristic knowledge and typically in the form
of a productionrule.

Rule-based systems
Computersystems in which knowledgeis encoded
as rules rather than as algorithms or frames.

Rule induction
Deriving rules automatically through the use of
induction.
Search space
The area in which an expert system will seek to find
a solution to the problemsit is set. The larger the
search space, the morelikely it is to find asolution,
but the longer it may take.

Semantic network
A diagnostic structure used to denote therelationships betweenobjects. Similar to the structure of
entity modelling.

Shell

A generalised expert systemsapplication providing
astructure or frameworkfor a designerto build a
knowledge base. Theshell also provides the inference mechanism, together with its predetermined
control strategy so that a usable expert system can
be developed without requiring expert systems
expertise or application-developmentexperience.
Symbol
A string of characters that represent an entity,
attribute, or relationship.

Symbolic processor
A computer specially designed to handle symbols (words and possibly pictures), rather than
numbers.

System builder, or system toolkit, or system
environment
A set of software tools for building an expert
system, much moreelaborate than a shell. The best
knownare ART, KEE, and Knowledge Craft.
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Butler Cox

Butler Cox is an independent management consultancy and research organisation, specialising in the

application of information technology within commerce, government and industry. The companyoffers

a wide range of services both to suppliers and users
of this technology. The Butler Cox Foundation is a
service operated by Butler Cox on behalf of subscribing members.
Objectives of the Foundation

The Butler Cox Foundation sets out to study on behalf
of subscribing members the opportunities and possible

threats arising from developments in the field of

information systems.

The Foundation not only provides access to an
extensive and coherent programme of continuous

research, it also provides an opportunity for
widespread exchange of experience and views
between its members.

Membership of the Foundation
The majority of organisations participating in the
Butler Cox Foundation are large organisations seeking

to exploit to the full the most recent developments

in information systems technology. An important
minority of the membershipis formed by suppliers of
the technology. The membershipis international, with
participants from Australia, Belgium, France, Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, the United

Kingdom and elsewhere.

The Foundation research programme

The research programmeis plannedjointly by Butler

Cox and by the memberorganisations. Half of the

research topics are selected by Butler Cox and half
by preferences expressed by the membership. Each

year a shortlist of topics is circulated for consideration

by the members. Member organisations rank the
topics according to their own requirements and as a

result of this process, members
determined.

preferences are

Before each research project starts there is a further

opportunity for members to influence the direction

of the research. A detailed description of the project

defining its scope and the issues to be addressedis
sent to all members for comment.
The report series

The Foundation publishessix reports each year. The

reports are intended to be read primarily by senior
and middle managers who are concerned with the
planning of information systems. They are, however,
written in a style that makes them suitable to be read
both by line managers and functional managers. The

reports concentrate on defining key management
jssues and on offering advice and guidance on how

and when to address thoseissues.
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